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Summary
The goal of this projet was to implement and evaluate an automati fae reogni-
tion system. Fae loalization was adapted from the algorithm of Rowley et.al. A
20× 20 pixel sliding window sans a pyramid of the input image, feeding into sev-
eral neural networks. The router network estimates rotation, while three detetor
networks lassify the window as a fae or non-fae. This approah is very ompu-
tationally intensive, and estimating rotation is the most demanding aspet. Our
ontribution to the loalization algorithm is to redue this proessing time by i) us-
ing a geneti algorithm to evolve a more sparsely onneted router network, and ii)
to limit the searh spae by thresholding the input image on skin olour and texture.
An eigenfae based algorithm was used for fae reognition. Our ontribution was
to have the system automatially extrat multiple and dierently segmented faes
from the training image, rather than manually segmenting a single fae.
Evaluation of the loalization algorithm demonstrated that it is generally robust,
able to orretly and aurately segment faes despite variations in lighting, rotation,
sale, faial expression and olusion. Furthermore, although the dierene between
network topologies was small, the evolved router topology improved speed by roughly
13%, while improving the loalization rate ompared to Rowleys fully onneted
topology by 3%. Texture thresholding redued the running time of the algorithm by
almost two thirds in both olour and graysale images, while skin olour thresholding
independently redued the running time by 45%. In olour images the ombined
eet was a redution in proessing time of 75%.
Benhmarking of the reognition algorithm demonstrated that eigenfae-based
reognition is very sensitive to variations in fae segmentation relative to the stored
template. However, beause automati segmentation is likely to vary somewhat
ompared to a manual segmentation of the same fae, performane of the eigenfae
based approah an be improved by automatially extrating and storing several
slightly dierently segmented templates per person.
The program was implemented in C, and new libraries for neural networks, image
proessing, TIFF reading/writing and geneti algorithms were written to make the
system fast and exible.
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1 Introdution
In 2001 the ity of Tampa, Florida hosted the annual Amerian Football league
nal, the Super Bowl. That year, in addition to the regular media frenzy, the nals
reeived an extra dose of media attention as ity oials had installed an automati
fae reognition system, FaeIt, in the stadium entrane. Cameras reorded people
entering, FaeIt loalized their faes in the video stream and ompared them to
images in a polie database. The initiative slingshot biometri systems into publi
awareness, and earned the ity the Worst publi oial award from Privay Inter-
national. Similar systems have sine been installed in a handful of loations, but so
far they have not led to any arrests. The lak of arrests highlights the sobering fat
that despite the reent upsurge in publi imagination and availability of ommerial
fae reognition produts, this tehnology has yet to mature, and robust reognition
remains a hallenge.
Perhaps here more than in any other area of mahine vision, the relative ease with
whih people perform the task ompared to omputers beomes apparent. A frontal
fae in your eld of vision potentially indiates that an individual has its attention
direted at you, and this ould be an important event. Also, for more soial animals
like us, it is vital to be able to reliably distinguish between the members of our group.
As vision is our primary sense, it is natural that this disrimination is based on visual
pereption. Faes are suiently omplex to ontain the neessary information
to distinguish individuals, and even ontain information about the person's mood.
As fae reognition is so important for us, many have speulated that speialized
neural strutures have evolved to failitate this task. The degree to whih people
are endowed with suh speialized mental modules is still heatedly debated, and
we will briey return to it later. What is ertain however, is that regardless of
how spei the neural iruits are, already shortly after birth hildren are oriented
towards fae-like visual stimuli [27℄. By fae-like we refer to patterns haraterized
by symmetry and a ertain degree of omplexity. So, from the very beginning and
throughout life, individuals are exposed to a massive amount of faes. Combined
with possible hard wired neural iruits, this experiene results in faes being the
lass of stimuli where we have the nest level of disriminability. As with many
tasks in pattern reognition, what seems almost eortless to humans has proved
very diult to implement robustly in a omputer, even though automati fae
detetion and reognition has been an ative area of researh for almost 30 years
[42℄.
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The thesis begins with a short repetition of some of the basi tehnologies used
in the algorithm, suh as olour spae, neural networks and geneti algorithms. I
assume the reader is familiar with these subjets already, but a short introdution
will later make it easier to disuss their purpose in the implemented system. Any
system that attempts to reognize a fae, or try to respond to the presene of one
in some way, must rst nd it in the image. In pratie this involves segmenting the
fae from the bakground by nding as exatly as possible the bounding oordinates.
While loalization and reognition may be intertwined in human fae reognition,
it presents a natural divide in automated algorithms, and I have hosen to present
these steps of the algorithm separately in hapters 3 and 4. Chapter 5 gives a
summary of how the ideas outlined in the previous hapters are implemented into
a working system, as well as presenting some major design deisions. In hapter 6
results from benhmarking of the system are presented. In hapter 7 I reet on
some of the more general lessons learned from implementing the system the way
that we did.
1.1 Biometris
Biometris (anient Greek: bios ="life", metron ="measure") is the
study of automated methods for uniquely reognizing humans based
upon one or more intrinsi physial or behavioral traits [36℄.
The denition given above ontains two riteria that must be fullled by any
biometri system. It must be automated in the aquisition of data, the extration
of relevant features, and the lassiation. Seondly, the features where by this
lassiation is performed are physial or behavioral. These features an be aquired
from one or more physial domains, suh as ngerprints, iris, voie, fae, body shape,
weight et. How the system subsequently proesses the data depends on what kind
of data it has olleted, as well as the purpose of the system. In terms of purpose,
it is ommon to dierentiate between identiation and identity veriation. An
identiation appliation suh as the FaeIt system introdued above, attempts
to determine the identity of a given individual. On the other hand, an identity
veriation system attempts to verify that the individual really is who he/she laims
to be.
Before proeeding, let us refresh some fundamental onepts in lassiation
theory. In fae loalization, the task of the lassier is to determine whether a
feature vetor represents a fae. The lassier an ategorize the input orretly,
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either true positive if a fae is present, or true negative if it isn't. If the lassier
makes an error it an either be by indiating a fae is present when it in fat is not,
false positive, or laiming that it is not present when it is, false negative.
Often there is a trade-o between the degree of ertainty of a biometri method
and how invasive it is in aquiring the neessary information. DNA analysis, whih is
beoming inreasingly automated, and an under ertain irumstanes be regarded
as a biometri system, will identify a person with virtually no level of error. However
the proedure requires a physial sample of the individual. So, biometri systems
dier in many respets, how do we ompare alternative approahes? Biometri
systems an be ompared on the following riteria [14℄:
• Universality: to what degree everyone posses the neessary features.
• Uniqueness: whether the physial features uniquely distinguish between dif-
ferent individuals.
• Permanene: whether the physial features used are invariant over time, or
an be altered by the individual.
• Aeptability: to what degree people will aept being subjeted to analysis.
• Colletability: how easy it is to ollet the neessary data.
• Performane: how well the best algorithms perform in terms of speed, au-
ray and robustness.
• Cirumvention: how easy it is to fool the system.
As an example, take ngerprints. They have fairly high universality, although
sarring an interfere with lassiation, and an estimated 5% of the population
does not have elligable prints [8℄. Fingerprints are to suh an extent unique that
even idential twins dier, as do the prints of the same individual aross ngers.
Furthermore, ngerprint vary little over time, and urrent biometri systems an use
them to lassify individuals with very low levels of error. However, ngerprints have
some aeptane issues, as they are usually assoiated with riminal investigations.
Also, in olleting the data you need the individuals ooperation, or at the very
least, awareness and attention. On the other hand, fae reognition an be arried
out from a distane, even without the individual being aware. So universality,
aeptability and olletability of fae reognition systems are high. However, faes
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though theoretially unique, are perhaps objetively more similar than we think.
Furthermore, they vary over time as people wear glasses, grow beards or put on
makeup. The performane of state of the art algorithms is therefore still fairly low.
Simplied, any biometri system onsists of two major omponents. First fea-
tures must be extrated, then they must be ompared with templates in a database.
One data of a ertain physial domain has been sampled, and before the lassi-
ation an be arried out, there is usually some preproessing required. When
a ngerprint sanner gathers data, some translation or rotation may be neessary,
but otherwise the data is fairly well segmented. This is not the ase for most fae
reognition appliations. Their input is usually a two dimensional image, and the
rst task of the system will invariably be to nd as aurately as possible the o-
ordinates of any faes present. Finding faes in images may seem trivial, after all,
we all know what they look like. However, I will throughout this thesis attempt
to demonstrate that loalization is in fat a hallenging task, at least as the visual
sene the individual is in beomes more omplex and the lighting onditions less
ideal.
Some of the fators ompliating the task of fae loalization will be disussed
and illustrated in setion 3.2. For now it is sue to say that the shape of the fae
an ause two-dimensional representations to vary onsiderably when light is ast
from dierent angles. Furthermore, olusion by objets suh as igarettes, glasses
and in turn their shadows makes detetion still more diult. Also, faes an be at
any distane or orientation relative to the amera.
If loalization is suh a hallenge, is it worth the eort? Why would we need to
loalize people in images? The most obvious and perhaps most proled use of this
tehnology is surveillane and seurity. Given the esalating onerns with airport
seurity and border ontrols, the tehnology has at least in these setors enormous
eonomi potential. But there are other and perhaps more benign uses for the same
tehnology that reeive less attention. With the steep growth in sales of digital
ameras, the integration of inreasingly high quality digital ameras in embedded
eletronis suh as mobile phones and PDA's, digitization of video arhives, pro-
liferation of broadband aess, vasts amounts of video and images are beoming
available. Yet if this rise in availability is to result in a genuine inrease in aes-
sibility, then eah image must be labeled and tagged with ontent information for
retrieval and searhing. Unless suh textual information regarding ontent is stored
along with this data, it will inreasingly be rendered inaessible, lost in a jungle of
information. The sheer amount of images to searh manually beomes prohibitive.
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This is part of the reason for the growing interest in ontent based indexing (CBI).
In CBI, a database is indexed not as onventionally done through a tag, verbal
desriptor or elementary data type, but by the atual ontents of the multimedia
item. In other words, rather than having a tag desribing the ontents along with
the data, ex. ar, the information is referened through features extrated from
the data itself. The reason why fae loalization and reognition algorithms are par-
tiularly relevant to CBI, is that automati fae reognition is one of few attempts
to lassify objets that an vary substantially over time and situations, but where
the dierenes between the individual lass members an be very small. I.e. a per-
son an hange faial expression, grow a beard or wear glasses, but the dierene
between individual people is relatively subtle. Fae reognition is therefore par-
tiularly diult, ompared to automated reognition of rigid objets suh as ars
or airplanes. Also, beause the relevant features needed to dierentiate individual
faes an hange under dierent onditions, most of the proposed algorithms are
able to learn from a set of training examples. They are therefore suiently generi
to be applied to loalization or reognition of most other lasses of objets, given a
dierent training set.
Human mahine interation is the nal use for fae loalization/reognition al-
gorithms I will mention, and it is one whih is likely to inrease in importane in the
near future. Faes are not just any lass of stimuli. We expet feedbak to be di-
reted to our faes, and our expressions also onvey a lot of information beyond our
identity. Therefore, as human-omputer interation beomes more widespread, the
need for robust ways to detet, reognize and interpret the nonverbal information
present in faes will beome more important.
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2 Introdution to the onstituent parts of the algo-
rithm
2.1 Fae pereption, brain and biology; what an be learned,
and what should be used?
Engineers are often inspired by the elegane and funtionality of biologial solution
to diult problems. However, as they are working with very dierent raw materials,
on vastly dierent time sales and levels of omplexity, it is not given that biologial
solutions an or should be applied to any given engineering problem. However, as
will be evident throughout this thesis, several aspets of the presented algorithm are
inspired by biologial systems and proesses. Also, as fae reognition is a skill all
healthy hildren develop seemingly without eort, it might be useful to sketh how
this is aomplished by the human brain. This setion therefore gives a very brief
introdution to the funtional neurobiology of pereption, before desribing some
relevant and important ndings in neuropsyhology.
We an dene reeptive eld of a neuron as the region of the visual eld in whih
stimuli will aet its level of ativity. As one moves up the neural hierarhy, from
the sensory ells to assoiation areas of the neoortex
1
, the reeptive elds of the
ells beome larger, and the stimuli that elit their response beomes inreasingly
omplex and abstrat [5℄.
The neural proesses of reognition begin in the retina, where light foused
through the lens hits photo-pigment moleules in the speialized ells lining the wall,
ausing these moleules to break down. The onstituent parts of the breakdown in
turn ause ion hannels
2
to hange shape, allowing an inux of Na
+
, ultimately re-
sulting in an eletrial signal. However, the retina does more than simply transform
light to an eletrohemial analogue. A large amount of low level signal proessing
is performed in the retina. Information is arried from the eyes through the opti
nerve, whih is formed of speial ells alled ganglion ells. Due to proessing in
the retina, ativity of ganglion ells does not merely represent the presene of light
at a partiular point in our eld of vision. Rather, these ells respond maximally
to dierenes in intensity between the enter and the surrounding in their reeptive
eld. This way retinal ganglion ells onvey information about disontinuities in
1
phylogenetially newer regions of the brain that are neither motor or sensory but are thought
to be involved in higher proessing of information.
2
omplex moleules in the ell membrane
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light intensity, and these disontinuities often represent the edges of objets.
Through the opti nerve, information is relayed through parts of the mid-brain
to the primary visual ortex. Still, in the region that the opti nerve feeds into
the ortex, the ring of the neurons represent very basi and fairly understandable
aspets of the visual stimuli. However, as one moves away into the surrounding
assoiative ortex, more abstrat and integrative qualities of the visual stimulus is
proessed (as is true for all other primary sensory ortial areas).
However, one of the broad distintions usually made in visual proessing is that
of the ventral and dorsal stream
3
. The ventral stream passes information to the
temporal lobe, and is mostly onerned with shape (objet) reognition. The dorsal
stream follows a path up toward the parietal lobe, and is mostly responsible for
loalizing objets in spae. As we follow the dorsal stream further towards the motor
areas of the brain, the neural tissue gradually proesses our reation to objets, suh
as reahing for them. These two aspets, loalization and reognition, an therefore
be dissoiated if one of the areas is damaged. A person may reognize an objet,
but is unable to quikly and aurately reah for it, or via versa.
The introdution given to neural proessing of visual information is of ourse
only an abstration. The opti nerve is made up of roughly ten times as many bers
as the ohlear nerve
4
, and a large part of the ortex and many subortial areas are
in some way involved in the proessing of visual stimuli. The struture of the ortex
is far more homogeneous than the phylogenetially older neural areas. Therefore,
purely strutural and physiologial knowledge gives limited understanding of how
and what information is proessed.
Most knowledge of normal brain funtioning in humans omes not from knowing
its struture, but from studying damaged brains. Broadly speaking the three main
soures of suh damage is shrapnel from war wounds, strokes and tumors. However,
omared to what we known about damage to motor areas in the parietal lobe, muh
less is known about damage to the higher visual areas. The blood vessels that feed
the parietal motor areas are muh more onvoluted and vulnerable for rupture than
those of the oipital lobe. Shrapnel damage to the visual areas (oipital lobe) is
also likely to damage brain stem areas ontrolling breathing and blood pressure, and
result in fatality.
Damage to the eyes will of ourse result in blindness, and the same is true of
3
Ventral and dorsal are medial terms indiating towards the front and towards the top and
bak, respetively
4
auditory nerve
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damage to the opti nerve or primary visual ortex. However, damage to areas
higher in the proessing hierarhy an result in loss of higher level funtions, suh as
olour blindness or inability to pereive movement. Agnosia is a term referring to
the loss of ability to interpret the stimuli in a given sensory modality. For example,
a patient with visual agnosia an experiene all the onstituent elements of perep-
tion, suh as olour, texture, edges, movement et., but is unable to integrate them
all into a meaningful whole. One rare but highly studied version of this disorder
is that of prosopagnosia, thought to be a seletive impairment in reognizing faes
resulting from damage to ertain areas of the ventral stream. A patient is often able
to judge orretly the expression of faes and to disriminate between instanes of
other lasses of objets suh vegetables and fruit. Prosopagnosia is among the evi-
dene often ited as indiating dediated neural iruits evolved for fae reognition.
However, just how seletive the impairment is is a matter of some ontroversy [7℄,
as most patients have redued performane on many tasks requiring subtle visual
within-ategory disrimination. Fae reognition is perhaps the most omplex vi-
sual task people routinely perform, and suddenly failing to reognize their spouse or
hildren is ertainly the most notieable and debilitating result of the brain damage.
For a further disussion see [2℄ or [13℄.
While muh is known about the low-level visual system, neurophysiology has
not signiantly guided fae reognition algorithms beyond providing a biologial
justiation for using gabor lters and feed-forward neural networks
5
[26℄ . But
although traditional neural networks are inspired by genuine neurons, they represent
only a very simplied model. However, more biologially grounded approahes that
mimi the biology of low-level vision have been published [26℄. So, what of the
higher order properties? One important question that ould impat the design of
our algorithm is to what degree fae pereption relies on individual faial features or
an holisti evaluation. Do features as eyes, nose and mouth independently ontribute
to reognition, or is fae reognition performed on the faial area as a whole, without
breaking it down into features. This question is important, as it mirrors two dierent
strategies in biometri systems. We will later desribe the eigenfae approah that
we have implemented, and this approah does not extrat features from faes, but
simply ompares two image areas.
Lastly it should be mentioned that the brain uses all information available, rang-
ing from other sensory modalities to the ontext in general. Faes are loalized faster
if they are in a familiar ontext, and reognition is better if we an hear the per-
5
During the rst few milliseonds, visual proessing is thought to be feed-forward.
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sons voie, observe typial lothing or see their gait or movement. For this reason
multimodal biometri systems
6
has superior performane ompared to onventional
systems, and is gaining popularity, [16℄.
2.2 Colour and olour spaes
A olour spae, is a mathematial way of representing olours as data, typially
as three or four values or olor omponents [34℄. Many dierent olour spaes are
dened, and the one to use for a given task depends on the purpose of the system.
This is onveniently illustrated with the RGB olour model, arguably the most
familiar one to most omputer sientists. In traditional CRT sreens olour was
generated by energizing tiny dots of red green and blue oloured phosphorous with
an eletron beam. These three olours in turn stimulate three separate types of ells
in the human retina, and dierent olours an be generated by mixing the intensities
of these basi olours. For the purpose of displaying an image to sreen, an RGB
olour model may be the optimal one to enode the data, but for other tasks an
alternative olour spae may be better suited. For example, in RGB, light intensity
is not independent of hue. Rather, intensity is the mean value of all three olour
dimensions. If we regard say a red objet in a brightly lit room, and then dim the
lights, the objet arguably has the same olour it only reet less light. Several
olour spaes are dened so that intensity is independent of hrominane, as in the
HSV/HSI olour spae. In HSI I stands for intensity, S represents saturation (or
how vivid the olour is), while H hue enodes the dominant wavelength. Colour
is important in fae loalization software, beause if it is available it an help us
onentrate our searh on skin oloured areas. Furthermore, HSI is the olour spae
most often used in fae reognition systems, as studies have shown that dierene
in the pereived skin olour between individuals of dierent ethniity lies mostly in
dierene in intensity rather than hrominane [19℄. It would of ourse be possible
to threshold the skin olour regions in RBG spae, but the region onstituting skin
olour may represent a omplex volume or union of suh in 3D spae. If we transform
the olour spae in suh a way that intensity represents an independent dimension,
we an threshold the 2D hue/saturation plane instead. Also, even though there are
eient algorithms for thresholding skin olour regions diretly from RBG olour
spae, empirial evaluations have found alternative ones (HSI and YCbCr) superior
[28℄.
6
systems that use more than one biometri feature
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Computer images are however usually enoded in RGB, so the rst step is usually
to transform them to HSI olour spae. The following simple formulas transforms
RGB into to HSI spae. Here {R,G,B} represent the three bands in the input image,
and {I,S,V} in bands in the transformed image.
I =
R+B +G
3
S =
max(R,G,B)−min(R,G,B)
max(R,G,B)
H =
[
acos
(
.5× ((R−G) + (R− B))
((R−G) ∗ (R−G)) + ((R −B) ∗ (G− B))
)]
×
360
2π
Many fae loalization approahes has skin olour thresholding as an initial step
in the proessing, either diretly to nd faes, or more indiretly to redue the searh
spae. This is useful, as the property is fast to evaluate, invariant of rotation and
saling, and is fairly insensitive to hanges in light intensity.
2.3 Neural networks
A biologial neural network is an interonneted group of neurons. The term arti-
ial neural network (ANN) is used for mathematial models that mimi some of the
fundamental harateristis of the way information is represented and proessed in
biologial neural networks.
Before going on to desribe in some detail the elements and harateristis of
ANNs, I'll briey review the history of their development. Although ognitive neu-
rosiene
7
is a very ative eld of researh, most aspets of the enoding and proess-
ing of information in biologial neural systems is yet to be fully understood. In the
1940's, the synapse, and the hemial transmission in the synapse was a reent dis-
overy, and gave rise to the rst models of how the physiologial properties of neural
ells allowed them to proess information. Donald Hebb was among the pioneering
researhers in this eld, suggesting that learning ould result from strengthening
the synapses between synhronously ring neurons. Coneptually important was
also the work of Friedrih Hayek, and his hypothesis that order in the brain ould
arise out of deentralized networks of simple units. These ideas in turn gave rise
to the rst working models of neural proessing. In 1943, MCulloh and Pitts
published their artiial neuron, illustrated in gure 1. Fourteen years later, Frank
7
An interdisiplinary branh of neurosiene involved in the neural mehanisms of ognition
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Figure 1: MCulloh-Pitts neurons
Input Hidden Output
Figure 2: Simple multilayer perep-
tron
Rosenblatt developed a working neural network model onsisting of MCulloh-Pitts
neurons, whih is known as a pereptron. However, after initial optimism, ANN's fell
into something of an aademi disrepute when Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert
proved that pereptrons are linear lassiers unable to solve lassiation problems
that are not linearly separable, suh as the simple XOR problem. Furthermore,
Minsky and Papert argued that even networks with more layers would not be able
to solve the XOR problem [15℄. Not until the 1980's did ANN ome bak into favor
in aademia, when their onjeture was proven false.
2.3.1 Neurons - The basi building bloks
The neurons or nodes are the basi elements of neural networks. The mean number
of onnetions feeding into a genuine biologial neuron is around 10000, although
the number is highly dependent on the type of neuron and where it is loated in the
nervous system [5℄. Like their biologial ounterparts, artiial neurons gather input
from neighboring nodes and pass it on, and an as suh be regarded as funtions
from many dimensions to one.
In the nervous system, the eet one ring neuron has on another depends on
several fators. Among them are how far from the ell body the synapse is loated,
the amount of neurotransmitters
8
released when the neuron res, and the number
of reeptor moleules in the reeiving ell. The two last fators an be modulated
through learning. In the same way, the eet of one artiial neuron on another
depends on the weight of the onnetion between them, as in biologial networks.
The ativation passed on from the rst neuron is simply its ativity multiplied by
8
Chemial transmitting information aross the synapti gap separating two neurons.
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the weight. The ativation in the reeiving neuron is a nonlinear funtion of the
sum of all inoming ativation. In pereptrons, the ativation of a neuron y is given
by
a(y) = K
(
〈w, x〉+ b
)
(1)
where x is a vetor of ativation of the neurons feeding into y, w is a vetor of their
assoiated weights, b is a onstant (bias), and K is a (usually nonlinear) funtion
suh as the logisti or tanh. The neurons are individually simple, and basially
only relay information oming from onneted neurons. It is the nonlinear response-
funtion of the individual neurons that makes the behavior of the network as a
whole omplex and diult to analyze. The non-linearity of the response funtion
ensures that the ativation of the neuron will never exeed a maximum value, in
turn ensuring the stability of the system as a whole. If the information that is fed
into the system is orrupt in some way, or if an individual neurons stop working as
normal, the impat is minimized. This fault tolerane is one of the most attrative
aspets of both biologial and artiial neural systems. The response funtion we
seleted for our implementation was perhaps the most lassi, the logisti or sigmoid
funtion:
f(x) =
1
1 + e−x
(2)
2.3.2 Network topology
The network topology refers to the layout of the network, essentially whih nodes are
onneted, and in whih diretion information ows along these onnetions. The
topology of the network is one of the most important parameters determining to
what degree it is able to solve a given problem. It is ommon to divide the network
into levels or layers, where nodes in one level are mostly or exlusively onneted to
nodes in the neighboring levels. The level that reeives the vetor to be proessed is
referred to as the input layer, and information propagates the network terminating
at the output layer. Between these two, there are usually one or more hidden layers,
referred to as suh beause their ativity is not generally visible. It is ommon that
information ows only in one diretion through the network, whih is referred to as
the network being feed forward.
It is lear that an almost innite number of topologies is available to a researher
for any given problem. How many layers should be used? What exat interonne-
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tivity should there be between layers, and should onnetions span more than one?
Should we use reurrent onnetions, onnetions where information an ow away
from the output layer? Fortunately, neural networks are fairly robust in that many
topologies an learn the required mappings in a given task. However, the dierent
topologies may vary in terms of speed of training, and generalization from training
to test data. Though the possibilities are endless, very few guidelines exist to help
selet topologies.
So let us look briey on whih topologial parameters an be important to the
suess of ANN. General number of onnetions; If topology is too small (in
terms of units and onnetions), the network may not be able to learn the desired
input/output mapping. On the other hand, if it is too large, the network very often
generalizes poorly to new input [4℄. All the weights need to be set by the training
data, and more weights translates into a larger required training set. Eet of the
number of hidden neurons; Usually the network will have fewer nodes in the
hidden layer than in the input layer. This fores the network to extrat features
from the input vetor, and the nal deision (output layer) is based on a small
number of variables [40℄. As with the general level of onnetivity, a larger number
of hidden nodes will allow the network to adapt better to the training data. However,
as with a general inrease in onnetions, this adaptation may be over spei to
the training data, again resulting in a poorer generalization.
Number of layers; As desribed above, a (two layer) pereptron is simply a
linear lassier, meaning it an only solve a lassiation problem when a linear
funtion an separate the lasses in feature spae. For many problems of any om-
plexity, this is not enough and we must resort to more layers. Also in terms of hidden
layers one should limit oneself to as few as possible, as generalizability and training
speed will be aeted. However, oasionally more than two layers may be the best
solution. This is typially the ase when very similar input vetors must result in
very dierent output responses. With four layers, the rst hidden layer an be used
to reode the data before passing it on to the seond hidden layer, whih performs
the required mapping onto the output nodes. Full vs loal onnetivity; In a
fully onneted network, eah node in a layer is onneted to every one in the layer
above it, and this is often the default hoie. One popular option is to start with a
fully onneted network, and prune away onnetions by testing to see if network
performane deteriorates if the weights are removed. Empirial evaluations have
determined that loal onnetivity performs better at fae detetion tasks [9℄. Re-
urrent onnetions; Reurrent onnetions are of ourse the norm in biologial
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neural networks, but is in pratie rarely used in ANNs. Partly beause only ertain
lasses of tasks truly require these onnetions, and also beause algorithms training
these networks are far less established. The weights of the onnetions distributed
through the network an be viewed as its long term memory, adjusted to learn a
given task from a training set. However, typially the network has no short term
memory, one the information has propagated the network it annot remember the
pattern it was last exposed to or the order in whih two patterns were presented. If
the network is to have suh a short term memory, it must have reurrent onnetions.
2.3.3 Network training
By network training we usually mean an algorithm for adjusting the weights of the
onnetions in order to minimize the output error relative to some riterion. In
supervised training, the network is presented with a training vetor for the input
layer, as well as a vetor ontaining the orret responses for eah training vetor.
The total error given a set of weights is usually formalized as the sum of squared
deviations of the output nodes from the orret response.
E =
1
2
∑
o
(to − yo)
2
(3)
The development of the bak propagation algorithm for training multilayer per-
eptrons was a major reason for the revival of interest in ANNs. Although rst
proposed by Paul Werbos in the 1970', it was after the lassial artile in 1986,
Rummelhart et. al. in Nature, that the bak propagation algorithm beame widely
popular [24℄. Eetively, bakpropagation is a way to train multilayer pereptrons
using gradient desent. The algorithms derives its name from the fat that the error
propagates the network from the output layer to the input layer, before the weights
are hanged. Gradient desent is an optimization algorithm that approahes a lo-
al minimum by adjusting the weights so that we move in the steepest downward
diretion along the error in small steps.
∆wij = −ǫ[
δE
δwij
] (4)
The size of the steps to take is referred to as the `learning rate δ. Ideally we want to
end up with network weights that leaves us at the lowest point on the error surfae.
A high learning rate will usually mean the training onverges faster, but if the error
surfae is very eentri, taking large steps ould ignore important loal gradient
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information, and lead us o in the wrong diretion. As the algorithm unritially
follows the gradient, it is very likely to get stuk in a poor minimum, and to redue
the risk of this, a momentum is usually added to the movement along the error
surfae. As the name implies, this parameter is intended to give the algorithm
enough momentum to get out of small dips in the error surfae.
In order to have a starting position on the error surfae, the network weights
are initially seeded with small random values. From there, training proeeds iter-
atively, either until the algorithm onverges{we are at a minimum, and there is no
further improvement, the error drops below a required value, or a maximum num-
ber of training iterations have been run. A host of other trainig algorithms have
been developed, suh as the rprop andquikprop, but bakpropagation remains the
workhorse of neural network training.
The error surfae is usually very eentri, and in genuine networks of any size,
we never end up at the global minimum. However, this is not neessarily suh a
bad thing. The network may still solve the problem admiraly and generalize well.
Furthermore, beause they usually never end up with the same nal weights even
when trained with the same data, dierent networks with the same topology respond
dierently to new input. This an be exploited by ombining the response of several
networks, usually referred to as network voting. In other words, even if one of them
makes an error, the others an ompensate.
2.4 Geneti algorithms
A algorithm an be dened as expliit step-by-step proedure for produing a solu-
tion to a given problem. Aording to this denition, and the way it is ommonly
used in omputer siene, algorithms should guarantee that the desired end state be
ahieved if the proedure is followed. Dierent algorithms an vary in their eieny
in solving a lass of problems, and an be ompared by how the omputer resoures
required by the algorithm, suh as the number of instrutions or temporary storage
spae, sales as the size of the input inreases. This is formalized in O-notation
f(x) = O
(
u(x)
)
as x → a, provided that |f(x)| ≤ K|u(x)|
However, ertain lasses of algorithms suh as probabilisti algorithms, may not
stritly fall under the denition of algorithms given above. In a probabilisti algo-
rithm, the probability that the result will deviate from the desired end state when
the number of iterations inreases an be quantied, and will often onverge to 0 as
the number of iterations inreases to innity.
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Similarly, geneti algorithms (GA) do not guarantee a that ertain end-state is
ahieved, nor that the distane from suh a state an be quantied. Instead, geneti
algorithms represent a general way of moving towards better solutions in ertain
omplex optimization senarios. As the name implies, it borrows stylized elements
and operators from evolutionary biology, and in essene, a simulated miro evolution
is run on the problem domain.
For most real world problems of any size, a omplete evaluation of the searh
spae with any signiant degree of resolution is prohibitive, and often there are few
reasoned hoies as to how to move towards an optimal solution. Stritly optimal
solutions, as the global minimum on some error funtion, may not even be neessary.
What may be desirable is a non-arbitrarily improved solution.
Geneti algorithms may be partiularly well suited for omplex problems where
heuristi or more formally dened methods of optimization are not available, where
the tness funtion is so omplex that traditional methods frequently end up at
loal minima, the searh spae is large, omplex or poorly understood, or domain
knowledge is sare or expert knowledge is diult to enode [4℄.
Before a geneti algorithm an be implemented for a given problem, two elements
must be in plae. These are i) a way of representing a solution in suh a way that
it an be manipulated by the algorithm, and ii) a way of determining the tness of
a given solution.
2.4.1 Elements and operators in geneti algorithms
Genes; representing solutions. In GA a solution to a problem an be thought
of as an individual in a population of solutions. The solutions to the problem must
be oded in a way that an be ated upon by the evolutionary operators. As this is
roughly analogous to the way DNA ontains the biologial blueprint of an individ-
ual organism, the enoding of a solution is often referred to as a hromosome. In
DNA, triplets of 4 dierent kinds of bases ode for 21 distint amino-aids. Though
omputational analogues of suh omplex enoding shemes are possible and have
been implemented, usually a simpler enoding sheme is used, suh as a bit string.
The important point is that this hromosome odes for one unique solution.
Fitness funtion; evaluating solutions. As evolution is based on the sur-
vival of the ttest, we need some way of determining how t our solutions are,
and hopefully move toward better ones during evolution. More speially we need
a tness funtion. This funtion takes a hromosome, deodes it into a working
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individuals, and evaluates it's tness. What onstitutes the tness of a solution
must be dened for eah problem or lass of problems, and how good the tness
funtion is will largely determine the suess of an evolutionary approah. Unless
the tness funtion is handled properly, GAs have a tendeny to onverge towards
a loal rather than the global optimum of the problem.
Geneti operators; modifying solutions. Given than we now have ways of
enoding individual solutions, and an determine their tness, what we need are
evolutionary operators ating upon the individuals. Two main operators are used,
mutation and rossover, and their relative importane is widely debated. Both are
illustrated in gure 2.4.1.
Mutation is perhaps the most widely known evolutionary operator. It basially
refers to small random alterations to the hromosomes. An important parameter
of evolutionary algorithms is the rate of mutation, the balane between hange and
stability. If the rate is too low this may ause geneti drift, or onvergene to
loal optima. Alternatively, if the mutation rate is too high, it may lead to unstable
hromosomal behavior and jumping around in searh spae. However, exatly
what onstitutes a good mutation rate is hardly ever disussed, and for all pratial
purposes must be hosen based on trial runs.
The seond evolutionary operator is that of rossover. The ells that fuse in
oneption eah have a single version of the 23 unique hromosomes in the human
genome. This fusion results in a diploid organism, one with two sets of eah hromo-
some. During meiosis
9
, when the sex-ells are generated, the pairs of hromosomes
separate, one migrating to eah of the two new ells. However, in the proess, the
9
A ell division that generates haploid sex-ells, i.e. ells with only one set of hromosomes.
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strands of the two versions of the same hromosomes an ross over, resulting in
realignment of parts of the DNA threads. A similar proess is often implemented
in geneti algorithms. When two organisms are seleted for breeding, there may be
one or more points of rossover, where large segments of their DNA is exhanged.
Crossover thus works on a muh higher level than mutation, exhanging large hunks
of DNA, and therefore also larger number of phenotypi traits.
Up to now, a fairly stylized but biologially reasonable set of operators have
been implemented. However, as the rates of mutation and rossover are hard to
alibrate, and the gene pool tiny ompared to that in say, a small drop of water,
you risk loosing good solutions from the pool. To ensure that good solutions are not
lost, a proess referred to as elitist seletion or elitism is used. This merely refers to
bypassing the regular evolutionary proesses, and simply opying a handful of the
best solutions in one generation into the next. This way elitism an rapidly inrease
the performane of geneti algorithms, as it prevents the loss of good solutions.
2.4.2 Running a geneti algorithm
We are now in a position to put all the elements together into a working geneti
algorithm. First, a pool of (often random) hromosomes is initialized. A random
pool ensures that initial solutions are distributed over muh of the parameter spae.
To ensure that large parts of the parameter spae are searhed, the pool should
ideally onsist of a large number of hromosomes, from hundreds to thousands.
The exat number is of ourse up to the individual researher to determine, and
will depend heavily on the time taken to evaluate tness. For eah generation,
the hromosomes undergo some degree of mutation. Pairs of hromosomes are then
seleted for breeding, the probability of seletion being some funtion of their tness.
Mating results in a new pool of hromosomes, with hopefully better mean tness,
and the proess an repeat itself. The algorithm an terminate after a xed number
of generations or when a distane from a riteria is reahed, while no onvergene
to suh a minimum distane is guaranteed.
2.4.3 Geneti algorithms for neural networks
With the number of synapses in the human brain estimated at 10E14 [37℄, and
the number of genes in our genome urrently thought to lie between 20-30 000, it
is unlikely that evolultion has shaped the topology of this network at the level of
individual synapses. However, on a slightly higher sale, the brain is the result of
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evolution, and if artiial neural networks really mimi harateristis of genuine
neural iruits, it is not far fethed to try to shape them with the same kinds of
evolutionary proesses. In fat, applying evollutionary algorithms to various har-
ateristis of ANNs is not new, but has emerged as an established method of both
seleting network topology and training networks[4℄. Until reently, seleting network
topology was done trough human expert knowledge, but this may hange. Shaer
et.al. have presented results showing that the ANN designed by evolutionary ap-
proah had better generalization ability than one trained by bakpropagation on a
human designed arhiteture [4℄. Furthermore, while the bakpropagation algorithm
is by far the most widely used method of training network, it may not always be an
option. Training through gradient desent approahes requires the error be dieren-
tiable, while evolutionary algorithms an train networks regardless of whether they
are feedforward or reurrent, and even if error is disontinuous [4℄. Evolutioinary
training is also less likely than graidient desent based methods of getting stuk in
a loal minimum, beause it searhes over several regions in parallel. Unfortunately,
for the same reason it has diulties in ne tuning the parameters.
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3 Fae loalization
3.1 An overview of the algorithms
Though fae detetion has reeived a lot of attention the past 10 years, it has been
a eld of researh for many more. With the development of better algorithms and
more powerful omputer hardware, the eld has moved from searhing for a single
vertial frontal fae in visually simple images with homogeneous bakground, to
multiple faes in diult lighting onditions, at various angles and distanes from
the amera, situated in omplex visual senes [19℄. Still, even today the majority of
algorithms published are only able to detet vertial or nearly vertial faes.
As outlined in the introdution of this thesis, the ability to quikly and robustly
loalize faes in images is valuable in numerous areas, ranging to surveillane, on-
tent based indexing and human mahine interation. For this reason there are a
multitude of published algorithms in this area, eah one trying to laim superiority
on robustness or speed.
In the myriad of approahes, it is useful to distinguish two major ategories
[39℄[19℄. One assumes an a priori fae model (model-based/top down), and attempts
to loalize/validate by means of an expliit interrelation of faial features (suh as
eyes, mouth and nose), while the other approah assumes no prior model.
3.1.1 Feature-based/knowledge-based algorithms
Basially, in feature-based methods for fae loalization, we attempt to use what we
already know about faes to onstrut a model whih an be ompared to the data.
When presented with a new piture, a feature based algorithm usually begins with
a low level analysis, where properties suh as edges, olour, motion and texture are
extrated [19℄. The onstellation of these features are then ompared to the model.
Deformable templates, templates that t an a priori elasti model to faial features
are an example of a more sophistiated feature based approah. A problem with
several of these methods, is that the deformable templates must be initialized in
the viinity of the fae. Good fae andidates an be found by looking at ellipti
skin-olour regions.
3.1.2 Image based algorithms
The dening haraterizing of image based approahes is that we do not diretly
enode our preexisting knowledge about faial features into the algorithm. Rather,
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Figure 5: Input image
Figure 6: Thresh-
olded
Figure 7: Clustured Figure 8: Cleaned
Figure 9: Highpass-
ltered
the system learns to disriminate faes from non-faes through analyzing a training
set. The images are is mathematially ompared with the stored representation
without expliitly extrating faial features. Popular methods here inlude prinipal
omponent based algorithms, neural networks, support vetor mahines and hidden
markov models [19℄. Prinipal omponent based methods are presented in depth in
setion 4.1.2, while a neural network based approah is desibed in 3.4.
3.2 Illustrating hallenges with a model-based algorithm
Implementing the neural network based algorithm presented in this thesis was a la-
borious proess, undertaken only after an initial model-based approah proved not
to be suiently robust. Model-based approahes are often fast to implement and
exeute, are easy to understand, and have an intuitive appeal. They do however rely
on the assumed faes onforming fairly stritly to the model, and small deviations
from ideal onditions will often result in failure. In this setion I will sketh the
model-based fae loalization algorithm we abandoned, and give examples of some
of the many ways it an fail. We hope this will illustrate some of the diulties
involved in automati fae loalization. The model-based attempt is loosely based
on the algorithm of Hesieh et. al.[12℄. The steps of this algorithm are, skin olour
thresholding, skin olour lustering, feature extration, template mathing, and these
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steps are illustrated in gure 5.
1. Skin-olour thresholding.
The simplest ondition for fae loalization algorithms is a single frontal fae against
a distintly non skin-oloured bakground, suh as a typial passport photo. Under
these irumstanes, skin olour thresholding an be almost suient to loalize the
fae. If an area is skin oloured, has roughly oval shape and ontains some darker
internal regions, we may lassify this as a fae. Figure 6 shows the result of skin
olour thresholding of gure 5.
Figure 10: Clustered 2d histogram
2. Skin olour lustering.
In natural settings, skin olour thresh-
olding will hardly ever be suient for
loalization beause variations in bak-
ground hues will make faes diult to
segment based on olour alone. Often
two or more faes will be merged in a
single skin oloured region, as an be
seen in gure 6. To determine whether
an image area ontains several faes,
some sort of lustering is typially performed. In our initial approah, we devel-
oped a lustering algorithm for skin olour regions, the details of whih are given
in appendix A. Essentially the lustering approah involved identifying the peaks
of the 2D hue/saturation histogram
10
. After merging lose peaks, the histogram is
divided into regions aording to the eulidean distane to the enter of mass the
losest histogram peak. Clustering of the thresholded 2D hue/saturation histogram
an be seen in gure 10. Figure 7 illustrates the eet of the lustering algorithm,
and gure 8 after some leaning. We an see that in this ase the lustering algo-
rithm has suessfully separated the dierent faes, and at most one fae is present
in eah skin olour region. For more examples of skin olour lustering, see appendix
A. While we were pleased with the performane of the lustering algorithm
11
, oa-
sionally it was unable to separate a fae from the bakground or from another. This
was typially the ase if the bakground olour was similar to that of the fae. As it
only searhed for a single fae in eah skin oloured region, one or often both were
missed if the region ontained more than one fae.
10
peaks were dened as >0.9 standard deviations above the mean.
11
See website for more examples
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Figure 11: Example of suessful model-based loalization
3. Feature extration.
Hopefully at this stage, the image is broken down into a set of regions representing
dierent objets or people, and the next stage is to determine whether any one of
these represents or ontains a fae. This is done by rst extrating low level features
from the regions. Eyes, nose and mouth are often darker than the surrounding area,
so a ommon step is to searh for pathes of pixels with lower intensities than their
surroundings [12℄. We found this approah to be too unreliable, and easily aeted
by shadows and normal variation in light intensity. Rather than look for darker
areas, we found high-pass ltering to be more robust. However, it beomes a hal-
lenge to detet faes at various sales, beause highpass ltering of larger faes will
leave very dierent signatures than small ones. Dierent high-pass lters may be
best suited to enhane the faial features in large vs. small faes. Dierent features
ould be used for skin-olour regions of dierent sizes, but the size of this region is
not a perfet indiator of the size of the fae within. Although better than mere
intensity, the highpass ltering was also sensitive to edges aused by glasses, beards,
sharp shadows et.
4. Template mathing. One the features are extrated, one must determine
whether the onstellation of features found represented a fae. Hsieh et. al. used a
template of light intensity roughly representing what one would expet given a ver-
tial fae. i.e., two darker objets in the left and right upper quadrants, a long dark
path in the lower middle et. Our approah was to t a triangle to the enter of
mass of the most prominent highpass-ltered objets in the interior
12
of the region,
12
Searh restrited to the interior region to avoid highpass ltering the border to the bakground.
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Figure 12: Challenging images for loalization algorithms. Green squares indiate
positive hits from our implemented system.
as it was assumed that the most prominent objets would represent the two eyes
and the mouth. If suh a triangle t well
13
, then it was delared a hit. Searhing
for triangles representing faial features is a widely used strategy [17℄. Usually it is
assumed that the faes are vertial or nearly vertial, and if this is not the ase then
they will be missed. Approahes that require all features to be found, will also not
detet faes where one of these are oluded.
Figure 11 illustrates the suess of the model-based loalization algorithm on an
easy image. We an see how the eyes and mouth are the most prominent objets
after highpass ltering, and the triangle ts perfetly. On the other hand, gure
12 shows examples of images in whih the model-based approah would result in
detetion failure. Fators that make these images diult is the lak of olour,
diult lighting onditions, rotation and olusion, and the vast dierene in sale
among the faes. One might argue that a fae reognition system does not need
to be robust under diult onditions. This is beause the urrent reognition
algorithms are all so sensitive to the the same variations in lighting and olusion
that are likely to throw o a model-based loalization algorithm. However, it was our
experiene that often the algorithm would fail even under seemingly good onditions.
Furthermore, even when a fae was orretly deteted, this did not neessarily mean
that the algorithm was able to bound the fae suiently well for reognition. Often
it onfused a mouth with the shadow under the nose, or the eyes with the eyebrows
or rims of the glasses, resulting in a bounding box overing either too little of the
fae, or too muh of the bakground. For an example of loalization failure, see
appendix A.
13
the length of all sides were roughly equal
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Figure 13: Horizontal line on gure to the right indiate reognition threshold. Trans-
lation and saling of even small amounts leads to reognition failure.
3.3 The importane of aurate loalization for reognition
Fae reognition algorithms are often tested on variations in lighting, pose or faial
expression relative to the stored template, in an eort to determine how robust the
algorithm is. However, rarely do authors explore how sensitive these algorithms are
to sub-optimal segmentation of the fae area. In other words, how aurately must
the oordinates of a bounding box around a fae be in order to be able to reognize
the individual, and how does performane degrade as a funtion of dierent kinds
of sub-optimal loalization. As we had deided to use the eigenfae approah
14
for
the reognition we rst wanted to get an impression of how sensitive it was to the
auray of the loalization.
A prototype of a eigenfae based reognition system was implemented in MAT-
LAB. We then seleted 31 images from the Stirling fae database [29℄, and manually
found the oordinates of the faes. Reognition rates were evaluated as a funtion
of systemati variations in these oordinates
15
. The kinds of variations performed
inluded horizontal, vertial and diagonal translation, rotation and saling. Figure
13 illustrates the approah, and the graph to the left shows how hange in position of
the bounding box inreased the distane from the stored template
16
. The prototype
indiated that in the images we used, and at a sale of 64× 64 pixels, a vertial or
horizontal translation of more than 4 pixels usually resulted in a mislassiation,
as did rotation > 6 degrees. The exat numbers are not important, but our trials
14
The details of the eigenfae based approah are given in setion 4.2
15
Faes were downsaled to 64×64 pixels before reognition
16
The maximum distane for reognition was set to 1.4E3, based on initial trials
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indiate that at least the eigenfae approah is sensitive to poorly segmented faes,
and the bounding box does not have to be muh o for the algorithm to fail.
A neural network based approah will usually indiate hits in multiple adjaent
loations. Given the results above we therefore propose not to searh overlapping
fae hits for the single best math, but rather attempt to reognize eah box indi-
vidually. This may inrease reognition rates, as hanes are that at least one of the
bounding boxes suiently well segments the fae for the individual to be lassied
orretly. On the other hand, false positives or poorly segmented faes will not be
reognized, and will be disarded during reognition.
3.4 Rowley's neural network-based approah
Figure 14: Topology of Rowley's fae de-
tetion network
Although a multitude of neural net-
work based approahes to fae loal-
ization have been published, Rowley,
Baluja and Kanade are usually red-
ited with the pioneering algorithm. A
neural network-based upright frontal
fae detetion system was published
in 1998 [22℄, and later the same year
it was extended to handle faes ro-
tated in the image plane [23℄. Subse-
quent approahes usually borrow one or
more fundamental elements of their al-
gorithm, the major ones being an image pyramid, a router network and a detetion
network.
The neural networks reeive their input from a 20×20 sliding window entered
around every pixel in the image. A 20×20 sliding window has been popular also
in vetor mahine and likelihood-based approahes to fae loalization [25℄. As this
window is of xed size, the only way to detet faes at dierent sales is to san
the image at inreasingly lower resolutions. Therefore, given an input image, an
image pyramid is rst onstruted. In Rowley's implementation, this pyramid is
onstrut by sub-sampling the original image. At every loation, the sliding window
is histogram equalized before it feeds into the router network, whih is trained to
estimate the amount of lokwise rotation of an area. The histogram equalization
is performed to ompensates for dierenes in amera input gains, and improves
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ontrast.
Theoretially, rather than using a router network, eah loation ould be sub-
jeted to 35 detetion networks, eah trained on a spei fae orientation. However,
the neural networks are fairly omputationally demanding, and this approah would
require a multiple of 35 sans ompared to the router approah. For the router net-
work, Rowley uses a fully onneted three-layer pereptron, with 400 input nodes,
15 hidden nodes, and 35 output nodes. The network is trained on images of n×10
degrees rotation. The most ative output node represents the estimated amount
of lokwise rotation. The window an then be rotated antilokwise the estimated
number of degrees. A bivariate linear regression is used to redue the impat of dire-
tional lighting. Following the lighting orretion, the window is histogram equalized
one again, and presented to the detetion network. As the name implies the task
of the detetor network is to lassify a given window as a fae or non-fae. The
topology of the detetor network is skethed in gure 14.
It is lear that this approah is very omputationally intensive. A 800x600 pixel
image will give rise to more than 750 000 20 × 20 pixel windows to san. Eah
window must be equalized, rotation estimated, rotated bak, tted to a bivariate
linear regression, equalized again and run through several detetor networks. Row-
ley's router network onsists of 6530 network edges, so a single rotation estimation
will quikly involve more than 10000 oating point operations. As well as being
omputationally intensive, the vast amounts of windows sanned, usually only a few
ontain a fae. The large number of trials and the low base rate an quikly translate
into a lot of false positives. To ounterat this, Rowley uses the following strategies;
an arbitration sheme, bootstrap training and network voting.
Their arbitration relies on simple heuristis, suh as disallowing overlapping
faes, and requiring multiple hits in the same image region. Bootstrapping in this
ontext refers to running the algorithm on images without faes, and adding the
false positives to the training set. Another method of reduing the number of false
positives is using several detetion networks, eah trained with dierent initial ran-
dom seeds to validate the presene of a fae. How the deisions of these individual
lassiers in turn are treated has been the subjet of some investigation in the lit-
erature (see ex. Hjelmås [11℄). The network voting involves AND'ing the response
of two networks trained on dierent initial random values.
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3.5 Our fae loalization approah
Our approah uses the main onstituent part of Rowley's algorithm, while we have
attempted to redue running time. This is primarily done through:
i) using a skin olour and image texture model to substantially redue the searh
spae.
ii) Using an evolutionary strategy to redue the number of edges in the router net-
work.
3.5.1 Preproessing: Colour transformation and onstruting the image
pyramid
Our program aepts unompressed TIFF [1℄ images as input. When the program
is run, the image is rst heked for olour information. If the input image is in
RGB format, it is transformed into an HSI olour spae. The details of this olour
transformations are given in setion 2.2. The resulting image has three bands. One
onsisting of hue (H), one of saturation (S) and the last of pixel intensities (I). In
our implementation, the olour information is solely used to disard non-skin-olour
regions. The detetion step itself is olour blind, and operates exlusively on the I
band of the image. Where as Rowley used a sub-sampling approah in onstruting
the image pyramid, we eventually settled on bilinear interpolation in downsaling
the image. A sub-sampling approah resulted in large deterioration on higher levels
in the pyramid and poorer detetor performane, while the extra proessing required
for the interpolation is minusule ompared to the other omputationally intensive
steps in the algorithm.
3.5.2 Optimizing the searh by using olour and texture
The main limitation of a neural network based approah is that it is very ompu-
tationally demanding. Rowley's 1998 implementation used 383 seonds to san a
320×240 pixel image for vertial faes17. With the more densely onneted router
network, and additional operations of rotation and equalization, the time for de-
teting rotated faes will easily be a multiple of that for vertial. In fat, it will
be shown in setion 6 that ompensating for fae rotation inreases proessing time
in our implementation by up to 500%. If the algorithm is to be genuinely useful
in traversing large databases, the running time must be redued substantially. The
17
Benhmarks performed on a 200MHz R4400 SGI Indigo 2 system
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most obvious way of optimizing the algorithm is searhing fewer windows, by dis-
arding areas of the image surfae where the presene of a fae is highly unlikely.
With almost all running time of the algorithm tied up in the neural networks, dis-
arding a perentage of the image results in an almost linear redution in running
time. As an be seen in gure 3.5.2, often substantial regions of the original image
an be ignored if the image is thresholded on texture and olour. While several
authors have suggested using skin olour to redue the searh spae, we have not
seen a similar argument presented for texture, although numerous papers present
texture based methods for loalizing faes [19℄.
Empirial studies have demonstrated that skin olour of people of dierent eth-
niity vary mostly in light intensity, and relatively little in hromati quality (under
normal lighting onditions). Skin olours were dened as an area of the HS plane,
with hue values ranging between <0,130>, saturation values between <0,70>, (and
an intensity level >40).
Colour an be used in several ways, either by disarding non-skin olour areas,
or by lowering the detetion threshold in these areas. In our approah, we simply
disard those areas of the image that fall outside the thresholds.
If an image ontains a single large fae, it will still be sanned on many dierent
resolutions, most of whih are many levels below the one on whih it is deteted. In
fat, by far the most windows will be sanned in the lowest levels of the pyramid.
At these bottom levels 20 × 20 windows entered over an area of the fae will
ontain skin-oloured pixels, but have a texture that lets us disard it. Furthermore,
in graysale images, whih is still the norm in most available fae databases, we
obviously annot use skin olour. At the 20 × 20 pixel levels at whih faes are
deteted, they have textures that set them apart from most non-faes, so prior to
detetion the image an be thresholded on texture. In seleting textures to alulate,
we must of ourse hoose ones that are able to disriminate well between faes and
non-faes. However, as up to a million windows must be evaluated for eah image,
good texture andidates must also be fast to alulate. Based empirial evaluations
we seleted variane and entropy.
Variane is here dened as:
1
n− 1
25∑
i=1
25∑
i=1
(
Xi − X¯)
2
(5)
This property is used beause under normal lighting onditions faes have areas
with lower light intensities (eyes, mouth, shadow under nose et.), and better lit
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Figure 15: Input image
Figure 16: Texture
mask
Figure 17: Colour mask
Figure 18: Combined
mask
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areas (tip of nose, forehead et.). In ontrast, homogeneous bakgrounds have low
variane.
The seond texture property we used was entropy, dened here as:
2b−1∑
i=0
pi × log2(pi) (6)
where p is the normalized histogram of the ell. Entropy quanties the amount of
information needed to ode the histogram. As omputing entropy requires more
oating-point operations than variane, it is only alulated in the regions that have
demonstrated suiently high variane.
In order not to ompute the texture and olour properties in every sanned
window, we set up a masking map in every level of the pyramid. Eah ell in the
masking map orresponds to a 25× 25 pixel region of the given level. If the region
does not ontain a ertain amount of skin olour or the neessary texture properties,
the index in the masking map is marked with 0, indiating that the 25 windows in
this region are to be skipped. In the nal version of the algorithm, variane threshold
is set to >500, and entropy to >3.6.
In addition to reduing the running time of the algorithm, the olour/texture
thresholding substantially redues the number of false positives. This is beause
windows taken from homogeneous image regions an give rise to fae-like patterns
one these windows have been histogram equalized.
3.5.3 Training the networks
It is the proess of network training that makes the ANN approah so exible. We
do not need to present the distinguishing features of faes to the lassier, but if the
training onverges, suh distinguishing properties are found by the network itself.
Care has to be taken to ensure that the features are substantive in disriminating
the lasses, and not just an arbitrary dierene between the training set and the
test set
18
. If the latter is the ase, the network will generalize poorly to future data.
During training, the network must learn to distinguish faes from non-faes.
As explained previously, this is done by modifying the weights when the network
responds inorretly. For the network to learn to disriminate the lasses fae and
non-fae, the training set must ontain a large number of representative samples
18
If the bounding box is set too large, the olour of the bakground an beome suh an arbitrary
feature
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Figure 19: The making of training vetor for router network
from eah of these lasses. Although it is fairly straight forward to selet faes
whih ontain a fair amount of the within-lass variane one an expet, suh as
the onguration of faial features (distanes between eyes, size of nose et.) faial
expression (smiling, angry et), olusion and so on, it is muh harder to aptures
the variane in the lass non-faes. To onstrut the training vetor, 192 faes
were seleted from the Stirling fae database [29℄, and the Yale fae database [38℄.
Two separate databases were seleted as their bakground on the images are in
turn blak and white. Beause there will often be some bakground present in the
segmented faes, we must ensure that the network does not rely on bakground
olour in deteting faes.
The oordinates of a square beginning slightly above the eyebrows and down to
below the mouth were found manually. MATLAB was used to resale these faes to
20× 20 graysale images. To inrease the sample size, versions of the original fae
that were mirrored and also translated a pixel in eah diretion were added to the
training set. Non-faes were found by sampling 20× 20 pixel windows from image
pyramids of satellite photos.
Making training data is a ne balane. This system is ultimately meant for fae
reognition. False negatives are more damaging than false positives, espeially as
positives most likely will be disarded in the reognition step. A bootstrap proedure
was therefore used, but the number of false positives added to the training set was
restrited to 1500. When a multiple of this was used, the number of false negatives
dramatially inreased.
The nal training vetor for the detetor network ontained 1214 faes, 11808
non-faes, and 1500 bootstrapped non-faes. The network trained with momentum
α=0.5 until the output error was less than 0.02. At every iteration, the sequene of
training stimuli was randomly srambled.
To train the router network, the oordinates of the bounding box of the vertial
faes were rotated 35× 10 degrees, and a separate image sampled at eah point (see
g 19). We seleted the sigmoid ativation funtion for the neurons. Beause of this,
we annot use the raw pixel values as input to the networks, as the sigmoid funtion
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Figure 20: EA tness over generations Figure 21: Variane in gene pool
approahes the vertial asymptotes at x-values larger than 4. Instead, pixel values
were transformed from [0,255℄ to [-6,6℄ so as to best over the range of the sigmoid
funtion
19
.
3.5.4 Using an evolutionary algorithm to improve the network topology
Rowley's router network is fully onneted, meaning that a node in a given layer is
onneted to every node in the two neighboring layers. Fully onneted networks are
a popular default hoie, not neessarily beause they are best suited for the task,
but beause alternative topologies based on a theoretial or substantive rationale or
doumented performane are not available. Neural networks are highly nonlinear
systems, and their behavior is hard to predit. Some lasses of networks, suh as
those with feedbak loops or more than three layers an be reommended for ertain
tasks, but there is little rationale for preferring one spei topology within these
lasses. This is not to say that the spei topology is unimportant, just that we
rarely have few genuine theoretial reasons to hoose one over another, whih often
leaves us with the fully onneted default.
The fully onneted topology has at least two drawbaks. Firstly, the larger
number of onnetions a network has, the better it will be able to adjust it's responses
to a training set. This will in turn often make it over-trained, meaning that it
is poorer at generalizing orret responses from the training set to new instanes.
Seondly, more onnetions translates into more mathematial operations. Reduing
19
transformed value = [(pixel value)/21.25℄-6.0.
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the number of onnetions will in theory have a nearly linear eet on the running
time, although the eet will in most ases be even (and sometimes substantially)
larger, given that large networks take up muh memory and ahe may beome a
bottle-nek.
What we need is a theoretially justied approah to seleting an optimized
topology, and one established method for doing this is by using evolutionary al-
gorithms (EA). To our knowledge, the only published artile using evolutionary
algorithms for fae detetion is that of Wiegand et al [35℄.
There is an interesting parallel between evolutionary algorithms and neural net-
works. We are not enforing a spei solution based on prior knowledge of the
spei domain, but rather implementing a general algorithm whih itself nds a
way to solve the problem. In fat, we might never fully understand what information
the system uses to disriminate between lasses.
Training a single network an take a long time. To make an evolutionary ap-
proah at all feasible, a large number of generations must be run. Also, the gene
pool must ontain enough hromosomes and these must represent enough geneti
variation if the algorithm is to avoid getting stuk in loal minima. This translates
into thousands of individual networks trained and tested. Eah session must be brief
enough for this to be possible.
A bit hromosome was dened so as to ode for a spei network topology.
The relation between the hromosome and the network is fairly simple, and a set
bit represents a onnetion between node X and Y, while a zero bit represents the
absene of a onnetion. In evolving our router network, we initialized the gene pool
with 140 hromosome oding for networks with random onnetivity.
20
For eah generation, working neural networks are made from eah hromosome.
These are trained for 145 iterations, whih is suient to observe the error rate
begin to atten out, while few enough to feasibly run a greater number of evolu-
tionary generations. During evolution the training set is fairly small, ontaining
30 faes rotated n*10 degrees, resulting in a training vetor of length 1080. The
training vetor is kept relatively short in order to redue the time of eah training
iteration. The important question however, is how well the network generalizes to
new instanes. As the most omputationally demanding aspet of the evolutionary
proedure is the training, the testing vetor an aord to be omparatively longer,
20
The algorithm was also run with fully onneted networks in the initial pool, but these take
far longer time to train, and the performane of the randomly onneted networks onverged to
the level of the fully onneted ones fairly quikly.
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and in our implementation, we used 334 faes, again rotated 35*10 degrees, resulting
in a vetor of length 12024.
The purpose of an evolutionary algorithm is to evolve a solution that is pro-
gressively better by some seleted measure of tness. It is therefore ritial that
the tness funtion is sensitive to and representative of improved performane. A
poorly seleted t funtion renders the evolutionary approah meaningless. As with
network training, the tness of a given router network was judged as 1 - the mean
squared distane of the output vetor from the orret output vetor. However, the
orret output vetor requires 35 of the output nodes to zero, and only one to be
1. It would therefore be very easy for the network to evolve to a solution where it
simply sored zero on all output nodes. For this reason the error on the output node
representing the true amount of lokwise rotation, and that should approximate
1.0, was weighted 10 times that of the other output nodes.
A superior network topology is a triky thing to evolve. The vast amount of
similar networks an ahieve very similar levels of error on a given test set, and if
the topologial dierene is small, it is quikly overshadowed by the eet of dierent
initial values on the weights. In a network as large as this one, it will be impossible
to disriminate the eet of removing or adding a single onnetion, from the eet
of starting with a dierent initial random seed. We ould inrease the mutation rate
on the pool, but this ould potentially result in the algorithm jumping too muh
around in searh spae. For this reason we hose eah mutation at the genotypi
level to represent a relatively larger hange on the phenotypi. On the input-hidden
layer, a single hange in a bit value will set the 3 × 3 window surrounding it to
the same state as itself. This represents a more dramati hange of the reeptive
eld of the neurons in the hidden layer, one that is more easily visible through the
noise of the initial random values. Mutation in the hidden layer only aets the
single weight in question. This is beause there are omparatively fewer onnetions
to alter, they enode more higher order features, and a hange in any has a more
dramati eet on the performane of the network. This way a mutation beame
a somewhat more signiant event, and its eet on the test set will be disernible
through the eet of random initial weights. The probability of mutation of eah
bit was set to 0.0012%, and the probability of a rossover during mating was set at
0.0005 % at eah loation in the hromosome.
140 hromosomes is far less that what I would have preferred, but we ended up
with this number as a result of the tradeo between pool-size and generations. With
suh a small number of hromosomes, it beomes all the more important that there
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is geneti variane in the pool. As in real gene pools, little variane in geneti data
means the pool is far more limited in the solutions if an ome up with. Figure 21
shows a plot of the geneti variane in the pool as the evolution progresses, while
gure 20 shows improvement in tness during evolution.
Algorithm 1 Evolve network topology
pool = initialize 140 hromosomes oding for random onnetivity.
while not max generations do
Mutate hromosomes in pool ()
for all hromosomes in pool do
net = hromosome to network ()
train network (net)
test network (net)
end for
sort (pool)
weight hromosomes by nonlinear rank-order (pool)
opy 4 best diretly to new pool
randomly selet two hromosomes weighted by loation in rank
for eah seleted pair do
apply rossover
opy result into new pool
end for
end while
Perhaps the most promising area of the algorithm to apply an evolutionary ap-
proah is to the router network. A fully onneted network may be reasonable as
there are few heuristi / biologial or other reasons to endorse a spei arhite-
ture, but it has the disadvantages listed earlier. Starting from a fully onneted
router, reduing onnetivity may improve performane as well as result in fewer
onnetions, and hene faster exeution.
The rotation network was evolved over 43012 minutes (30 days) on an 64bit
Athlon 3000 running Gentoo linux 2.6.11-r1. After evolution was terminated, all
hromosomes in the pool were evaluated, the best one was seleted and trained for
1000 iterations on the full dataset.
3.5.5 Reduing false positives
The sensitivity of a lassier refers to it's ability to identify the presene of a target,
while speiity refers to it's ability to rejet non-targets. In pratie there is usually
some trade o between these two qualities, and we will never ahieve perfet spei-
ity. This is a problem in our approah, beause of the high number of windows
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Original window Equalized Rotated Light corrected Equalized Compare template
Figure 22: Steps in the loalization algorithm
sanned, and the extreme dierene in prevalene of these ategories. When up to
a million windows are independently evaluated, of whih only a handful represent a
fae, even very high levels of speiity an give rise to many false positives. The
router network makes the problem even worse, as all windows are rotated so that
they maximally resemble a fae before presented to the detetor networks.
To redue the number of false positives, we have taken the following steps. We
have adopted Rowley's bootstrap proedure, and inluded 1500 vetors in the training
set that were inorretly lassied as faes. We also made use of network voting,
where the ombined ativation of three networks trained with dierent initial weights
must be over a threshold value.
A further way to redue false positives is to ompare it with the surrounding
areas. As the network is trained with a lot of dierent faes, it will typially respond
strongly even to small hanges to these, suh as a slight translation or rotation by a
few degrees. False responses are less robust to suh hanges. One a potential fae
has been deteted, the surrounding region is sanned at the same orientation as the
potential hit. A potential hit is dismissed if the ombined loal response is below a
threshold
21
. Lastly, we used a oarse template math, by requiring a hit to be less
than a ertain distane from the mean fae vetor from the training set
22
.
3.5.6 Putting it all together: Loalizing a fae
The loalization algorithm is explained in detail in gure 22. The program
21
Threshold for the ombined response in the three networks in the 8 neighboring ells was set
to 15.0.
22‖ W − Fmean ‖< 2000, where W is a 20 × 20 window, and Fmean is the mean fae from the
training set
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Algorithm 2 Full fae loalization algorithm
IMG ← Load TIFF image
if IMG is a olour image then
Transform image to HSI olour spae
end if
Make image pyramid
Make masking pyramid
for Every level in pyramid do
for Every pixel in IMG do
if Region masked then
Continue to next pixel blok
end if
enter router network on pixel
Equalize window
Run window through routing network
end for
Rotate window antilokwise estimated degrees
Equalize window
Fit linear light model
if Distane from mean fae>2000 then
ontinue to next loation
end if
Run window through 3 detetion networks
if Combined network response>2.95 then
Chek 8 neighboring ells at same orientation
if Combined neighborhood response >15 then
Mark hit on input image
end if
end if
end for
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transforms an RGB olour image to HSI, and thresholds on skin olour. Based on
the thresholded image and texture information, a masking map for every level in the
image pyramid is made. A 20×20 sanning window begins to traverse the pyramid in
5×5 bloks, beginning at the top level of the pyramid. For every loation, the window
is histogram equalized and run through the router network. The estimated amount of
rotation is in our implementation simply the output neuron with the highest degree
of ativation. Dierent strategies have been implemented, where the neighboring
nodes ontributed to the response of a node, but these were ultimately disarded.
The window is then rotated bak the estimated amount, histogram equalized again.
A linear light model is tted, and inrease is subtrated from the original.
At this point we found it useful to perform a template math with the mean
fae from the training set. The omparison is very liberal, and the purpose is not
to nd faes, but redue false positives and not waste time running the detetion
networks. This template math is implemented as a simple vetor norm between
a given window and the mean fae, ‖Wi − Ω‖, where Wi is a given window and
Ω is the mean fae. If the distane is greater than 2000, the window is disarded.
The window is then proessed by three neural networks trained with dierent initial
weights. If the response of any of these is less than 0.95, the algorithm branhes. A
potential hit is validated by analyzing 20×20 windows surrounding the 8 neighboring
pixels at the same orientation. If the ombined ativation of the loal area is greater
than 15, a bounding box is marked on the input image.
Although we have attempted to selet the best hit among the various andidates
in a loal area by omparing all responses at the same and dierent levels in the
pyramid, we eventually disarded this approah and allowed overlapping fae hits
on lower levels. This was beause reognition is the ultimate purpose of the system,
and false positives ould mask genuine hits. Poorly irumsribed faes will most
likely not be lose enough to any of the template vetors in the database to be re-
ognized. So omparing eah hit from the loalization algorithm to the fae database
individually will inrease the hanes that at least one of them is suiently lose
to the stored template to be reognized.
3.5.7 Other possible optimizations
The main strategy adopted in our approah for reduing the running time of the
algorithm is thresholding olour and texture. Even then the algorithm is omputa-
tionally demanding and does not approah real time. However, the more is known
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about the image, the more speially we an tailor the many parameters to the
algorithm to perform optimally for a given image. For example, the router network
is fairly densely onneted, and eah window in the image is rotated using bilinear
interpolation. Estimating and orreting for rotation is a large part of what makes
the algorithm so demanding. If we know that faes are near-vertial, we an dis-
able the rotation estimation. This will greatly redue running time and redue false
positives.
Furthermore, most of the windows sanned are in the lower parts of the image
pyramid. If we know the fae is of a ertain size, we an restrit the searh to the
top n levels of the pyramid, with only a fration of the windows sanned. If we know
the lighting onditions we an adjust the texture thresholding to disard as muh
as possible.
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4 Fae reognition
4.1 An overview of the algorithms
The rst algorithms for fae reognition, developed in the 60s were only semi-
automati. The oordinates of faial features were found manually, and the rel-
ative distanes between these points were ompared to stored templates. In 1988,
Kirby and Sirovih applied priniple omponent analysis to fae reognition, and
demonstrated that less than a hindered values were required to ode a fae [18℄,
an approah sine rened by Turk and Pentland [32℄. Their approah is onsidered
a milestone, as alulating the eigenvetors is a fairly omputationally demanding.
However, one the eigenvetors are found, projeting into fae spae is simply a
matter of matrix multipliation. The primary advantage of the eigenfae method
is the system's speed and eieny. The eigenfae approah redues the amount of
data needed to identify an individual to 1/1000th of that in a full sized image.
Unlike objet reognition in general, an individual fae an hange onsiderably
over time or situations. One an for example grow a beard or simply hange faial
expression. All these hallenges ome in addition to the fat that the initial dier-
enes between faes an be relatively small. Compared to fae detetion, reognition
is therefore muh more diult. All the same ompliating fators are involved, but
rather than disriminating between lasses of objets, we are now omparing in-
stanes within the same lass, and as a onsequene we are muh more sensitive to
noise and distortions. But while reognition is more diult than detetion, the al-
gorithms used are not vastly dierent, and the old distintion between feature based
and image based approahes still holds.
4.1.1 Feature based methods
Feature based methods attempt to dierentiate individuals by analysing their faial
features. Faes vary in many respets, from the distane between the eyes, to the
size of the nose. Furtermore, many of these do not vary, even over dierent expres-
sions. If for the exat oordinates for a set of faial features an be found, then
ther interrelation may speify the identity of the individual. As noted above, in
the earliest attempts at semiautomati reognition, the oordinates were extrated
manually. Today, beause these approahes require a very high level of presiion,
high resolution images of 3D maps are often used. An elasti graph may then be
t to the 3D model, and ompared with the stored template. Suh a method is not
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limited to frontal or vertial views.
4.1.2 Image based methods
As with detetion, image based methods simply ompare two surfaes in one or
more mathematial, without expliitly extrating faial features. The predominant
modern approahes are Linear Disriminant analysis, prinipal omponent analysis
and neural networks. Linear disriminant analysis is a statistial approah aiming
to minimize the within-lass variane, and maximize the between lass variane.
4.1.3 Reognition by eigenfaes
Turk and Pentlands eigenfae approah treat individual faes as olumns in a fae
matrix. The prinipal omponents of this matrix an be alulated, and new faes
an be projeted along these bases to and the oordinates in fae spae determine
the similarity to faes in the original matrix.
More formally, we start with a set of images Γ1, Γ1, . . ., ΓM . From these we
alulate the average image, given simply by:
Ψ =
1
M
ΣMn=1Γn
This mean fae is then subtrated from eah of the original images. Eah image is
then transformed from N×N to N2 vetors, and these are plaed as olumns in the
fae matrix. The ovariane matrix is given by:
C =
1
M
ΣMn=1ΦnΦ
T
n
Given that
ATAvi = λivi
Turk and Pentland multiply both sides with A, whih gives us:
AAT (Av)i = λi(Av)i
Cv = λv
Reonstrution of the faes is done by projeting new vetors into fae spae
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Figure 23: Left:The 6 rst and 6 last eigenfaes, Right:Reonstruting a fae using
an inreasing number of eigenfaes (+2 per iteration)
(they are transformed to their eigenfae omponents).
ωk = u
T
k (Γ−Ψ)
Γ is the test image, Ψ is the training image, and uk is the k'th eigenvetor of the
trainingimages. These make out the vetor:
ΩT = [ω1, ω2 . . . ωM ]
For a given test image we an alulate the eulidean distane to the training
images by:
ǫk =‖ Ω− Ωk ‖
min(ǫk) is the losest math, and if it is less than a set threshold, the test image
is lassied as individual k.
Figure 23 demonstrates the reonstrution of a fae given an inreasing number
of eigenfaes
23
. We an see that the rst eigenfaes ontribute onsiderably to the
reonstrution, .
23
the images are taken from the MATLAB prototype desribed in setion 3.3
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5 Implementation details
Implementing all the libraries from srath has been very time onsuming, and
thoughts regarding why this was done and whether it was a good idea an be found
in hapter 7. In this setion I merely want to sketh how the ode underlying the
system is organized, and mention some of the more important design deisions. The
nal build ontains approximately 17000 lines of C ode, although some of this ode
is no longer in use. It is split into four main libraries. These are neural networks,
geneti algorithms, general image proessing, and TIFF handling. All available on-
line at heim.ifi.uio.no/nikolai/hovedoppgave/, both as raw ode, and dou-
mented with doxygen [33℄. The algorithm is very omputationally demanding, and
MATLAB was neither fast enough nor suiently exible to be the main implemen-
tation platform. Therefore the system was implemented in C, although prototypes
for various routines were rst made in MATLAB, and Perl was used extensively
for benhmarking and handling various text les, suh as those speifying network
topology.
For the linear algebra in the eigenfae reognition, Gnu Sienti Library (GSL)
was used. This is an extensive open soure library providing a wide range of math-
ematial routines
24
.
5.1 TIFF reading/writing library
The ti library was made as we needed an eient image struture that ould be
easily integrated with the neural network ode. Most importantly, it had to be able
to ontain HSI enoded images, handling integer values, and not merely unsigned
har. The urrent version is only able to read/write unompressed images in olour
or graysale. The library also handles the onstrution of image pyramids, opying
and initializing images, and a host of helper funtions. The entral struture around
whih this library is organized is the image:
typedef strut
{
int type ; /∗ 0==RGB, 1==HSV 2==Graysa le∗/
int x_dim , y_dim ; /∗ Image dimensions . x=hor i s on t a l , y=v e r t i  a l ∗/
/∗ ============== ∗/
/∗ For HSV images ∗/
int ∗∗ san_lines_H ;
int ∗∗ san_lines_S ;
24
GSL an be downloaded at http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/.
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unsigned har ∗∗ san_lines_V ;
/∗ ============== ∗/
/∗ For RGB images ∗/
unsigned har ∗∗ san_lines_R ;
unsigned har ∗∗ san_lines_G ;
unsigned har ∗∗ san_lines_B ;
} nik_image ;
5.2 Image proessing library
The image proessing library takes are of the general image proessing operations.
These inlude olour spae transform, histogram equalization, olour thresholding,
alulating various image textures, ltering, image rotation and saling. This li-
brary also ontains all remnants of the model based loalization approah, suh
as the highpass-ltering of interior skin-olour regions, various histogram funtions,
lustering algorithm, ode for tting triangle and ellipti models to skin olour areas,
et.
5.3 Neural network library
The neural network library allows us to easily reate multilevel pereptrons, with
full ontrol over topology. By far most of the exeution time of the algorithm is
tied up in evaluating network response to the sliding window. It is bound up in a
relatively tight amount of ode, and it is therefore important that this is eiently
implemented. More time than I am willing to admit has been spent trying to
optimize the neural network library.
We deided to implement our own NN ode, after trying out a set of open soure
libraries and nding them either so simple that they did not provide the exibility
needed (ex in network topology), or so advaned, that it would be equally time
onsuming to get to know the ode, as to build it from the ground up. Or so we
thought.
Also, our library was developed to oer the required funtionality, high exibility
in terms of topology and be fully integrated with the geneti algorithm routines.
Among the funtions implemented in the NN library are routines to onstrut
multilayer pereptron from les, train networks by bakpropagation, san images,
export false hits into bootstrap vetors, onstrut neural networks from bit hromo-
somes et.
The basi strutures inlude the following:
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strut neuron
{
int index , l e v e l ;
strut neuron ∗ next_neuron ;
strut weights ∗ weights_to ;
strut weights ∗ weights_from ;
double sum ; /∗ Temp input v a r i a b l e ∗/
double a  t i v a t i o n ; /∗ Outgoing a  t i v a t i o n ∗/
double de l t a ; /∗ Target − output ∗/
double delta_weight ;
double weight ;
} ;
strut weight
{
double s t r ength ;
strut neuron ∗ to ;
strut neuron ∗ from ;
double s t r ength_las t ; /∗ For momentum a l  u l a t i o n . ∗/
} ;
strut weights
{
strut weight ∗ th is_weight ;
strut weights ∗ next ;
} ;
strut network
{
strut neuron ∗ in , ∗hid ,∗ out ;
int in_nr , hid_nr , out_nr ;
int weight_nr ;
unsigned short t ra in_veto r s ;
unsigned har ∗ in_vetors , ∗ out_vetors ;
unsigned short t e s t_veto r s ;
unsigned har ∗ in_test_vetors , ∗ out_test_vetors ;
double e r r o r ;
} ;
However, while networks based on these strutures are exible and intuitive, they
are not eient. Networks with many edges will take up a lot of memory, and ahe
size will quikly beome a limiting fator. For example, in the early versions, using
a router network inreased the running time up to a fator of 10, although this
network ontains only about three times as many onnetions. Therefore, before
traversing the image pyramid, the network is transformed to an array struture,
with a ompat linear memory layout. This greatly redues the running time, and
a single evaluation of the detetor network an be arried out simply as:
/∗ ============ Read 20x20 window in to input l a y e r ============ ∗/
for ( i =0; i<d1in ; i++)
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{ dtmp=l_tab l e [ ∗ ( ( unsigned har∗)(&eq_window [ 0 ℄ [ 0 ℄+ i ) ) ℄ ;
∗( d1 i_at ivat ion+i )= dtmp ; }
/∗ ============ Input to hidden l ay e r ============ ∗/
for ( wi=0, i =0; i<d1ih_weights ; i++) /∗
{ ∗∗( d1ih_weight_to+i )+=(∗∗(d1ih_weight_from+i ) )∗ (∗ ( d1ih_weight+i ) ) ; }
/∗ ============ Sigmoid output o f hidden l ay e r ============∗/
for ( i =0; i<d1hid ; i++)
{ dtmp=∗( d1h_at ivat ion+i ) ;
∗( d1h_at ivat ion+i )= 1.0/(1 .0+ exp(−(dtmp ) ) ) ; }
/∗ ============ Input to output l a y e r ============∗/
for ( wi=0, i =0; i<d1ho_weights ; i++)
{ ∗∗( d1ho_weight_to+i )+=(∗∗( d1ho_weight_from+i ) ) ∗ ( ∗ ( d1ho_weight+i ) ) ; }
/∗ ============ Sigmoid o f output l a y e r ============∗/
dtmp=∗( d1o_at ivat ion ) ;
∗( d1o_at ivat ion )= 1.0/(1 .0+ exp(−(dtmp ) ) ) ;
r e sponse = ∗( d1o_at ivat ion ) ;
}
Another widely employed method of optimization is the use of prealulation.
One example of the use of prealulated results are lookup-tables for input-layer
response to pixel intensities. There are only 255 possible distint values that the
input layer an reeive. These must rst be shifted to the [-6.0,6.0℄. The sigmoid
funtion of the saled pixel values an be looked up diretly for a table rather than
having to be alulated for every pixel. Other prealulations inlude, sin/os values
for window rotation, and (XTX)−1XT for the linear light model.
5.4 Geneti algorithm library
The basi strutures in the geneti library are gene-pools, organisms, and bit-
hromosomes. All the geneti operators introdued in setion 2.4 an be found
here.
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6 Benhmarking
In this setion we present results from benhmarking of the system. Although au-
tomati reognition neessarily requires aurate loalization, we have hosen to
evaluate these two steps of the algorithm separately. This was done beause a lot of
eort was put into making loalization robust even under diult onditions suh
as sharp and diretional lighting, olusion, rotation and multiple faes at dierent
sales in the same image. However, the widely used datasets for reognition almost
exlusively ontain single vertial frontal faes under ideal lighting and against a
homogeneous bakground. To tax the loalization suiently, we used a separate
benhmarking set for loalization.
6.1 Fae loalization
In benhmarking the fae loalization algorithm, we wished to shed light on the
following issues:
i) How well is the algorithm able to loalize faes?
ii) How does topology of the networks inuene performane.?
iii) How large gains in speed an be ahieved using olour/texture thresholding,
and how does thresholding impat the number of orretly loalized faes?
iv) How demanding is the estimation of rotation, and how muh does it degrade
performane in loalizing vertial faes?
When benhmarking, we wish to evaluate how well an algorithm/system per-
forms on a representative problem set. Before running the benhmarking trials, two
issues must be laried. How is the benhmark set seleted, and how is performane
judged. While neessary to ompare dierent algorithms, these issues are rarely
disussed in fae loalization literature.
6.1.1 Benhmarking set
Unlike reognition, there are fewer established benhmarking sets for fae loaliza-
tion, and often authors simply benhmark a set of images they themselves have
olleted. One of the few sets available is that of Rowley et.al., and onsists of 130
graysale images, ontaining in total 507 faes (the bulk of whih are present in group
photos). The set ontains images of frontal faes rotated in the plane, and where
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Figure 24: Output from fae loalization trials.
most are set against a luttered bakground. The database an be downloaded from
http://www.ri.mu.edu/projets/projet_419.html.
The Rowley fae set is hallenging, but ontains only graysale images. To benh-
mark our implementation, we therefore seleted a subset of the Rowley database, and
added olour images found on the Internet. The images were seleted to be halleng-
ing and representative of natural variation in fae appearane. Faes were mostly
set against a luttered bakground, some had diult lighting, rotation in the image
plane, olusion, and variations in size and expression. The nal set onsisted of 106
olour images ontaining in total 269 faes, and 75 graysale images with a total of
186 faes. Image dimensions ranged from 150×200 up to 900×600, with the major-
ity being around 400×500. None of the images used during training of the networks
were inluded in the benhmarking set. The nal set and the result of loalization
benhmarking an be viewed at heim.ifi.uio.no/nikolai/hovedoppgave/. The
output images from all benhmarking trials are available upon request.
6.1.2 Soring hits and misses
There are a multitude of published algorithms for fae loalization, most laim ex-
ellent performane and present onvining statistis. Authors usually present ex-
amples of suessful loalizations by having the system draw a bounding box around
an image region. However, a general problem in evaluating ompeting approahes is
the lak of a standardized set of riteria for how aurately a faial region must be
irumsribed in order to be delared a suessful hit [21℄. Kriegman suggests the
evaluation of a loalization algorithm should depend on its purpose. [19℄. If a system
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is to ount the number of individuals present or trak faes, it may not need exat
oordinates of the faial region. However, as illustrated with our initial MATLAB
prototype, the eigenfae approah is very sensitive to poor segmentation, and many
suessful hits may need substantial pre-proessing before they an be presented
to the lassier. In our benhmarking, we therefore adopted fairly strit riteria for
suessful loalization. The fae region should be irumsribed suiently well for
reognition to be arried out suessfully. The bounding box should therefore just
over the inner faial region, not extending higher than just above the eyebrows,
and not lower than the hin. Furthermore, error in rotation estimation must not be
greater than 10 degrees, or the response will be delared a miss. Hits and misses
were sored manually.
Numerous parameters an be hanged to drastially redue the number of false
positives at some expense of true positives. However, as the ultimate purpose of the
system was reognition, false negatives are more damaging than false positives, and
a fair amount of false positives was aepted. Furthermore, while several ways of
seleting among overlapping fae hits have been implemented, no suh seletion was
performed during the nal benhmarking. A single fae will therefore usually give
rise to several adjaent hits, and the riteria for suess is that at least one of them
is bounded as desribed above. In the same way as multiple hits on the same fae
are ounted as one true positive, overlapping false positives (similar size/rotation)
are ounted as a single false positive.
6.1.3 Training data, algorithm parameters and test system
Training of the neural networks has been desribed more extensively in setion 3.5.3,
but it may be helpful with a briey review before proeeding. To train the detetor
network 192 faes were manually segmented, mirrored, translated and nally down-
saled to 20 × 20 to form a vetor of 1214 faes. 11808 non-faes were randomly
extrated from image pyramids of satellite photos. After the networks were trained
with these vetors, 1500 false positives from trial runs on satellite photos were added
as non-faes to the training set before the networks were re-trained. All detetor
networks were trained on the same input.
The router networks were trained with 334 faes rotated n×10 degrees in MAT-
LAB, giving a total rotation training vetor of 12024. Rowley et. al. used a fully
onneted router network, and a detetor networks whose topology is desribed in
setion 3.4. We ompared this setup with ombinations of either a router network
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Table 1: Benhmarking of fae loalization
Type Hits Misses False positives Time used (s/im)
(1) Evolved router and evolved detetor
Colour 209 (77.7%) 60 (23.3%) 212 1509 (14.2)
Graysale 162 (87.1%) 24 (12.9%) 189 1205 (16.0)
(2) Fully onneted router and evolved detetor
Colour 208 (77.3%) 61 (22.6%) 206 1720 (16.2)
Graysale 154 (82.8%) 32 (17.2%) 195 1394 (18.6)
(3) Evolved router and Rowley detetor
Colour 218 (81.0%) 51 (18.9%) 256 1487 (14.0)
Graysale 161 (86.6%) 25 (13.4%) 207 1181 (15.7)
(4) Fully onneted router and Rowley detetor
Colour 205 (76.2%) 64 (23.8%) 255 1713 (16.3)
Graysale 156 (83.9%) 30 (16.3%) 210 1358 (18.1)
with evolved topology, a detetor network with evolved topology, or both. During
benhmarking, all 181 images were sanned down to the seond layer of the pyra-
mid, meaning that the smallest deteted fae would be of size 28× 28 pixels. The
benhmarking was performed on a 64bit AMD Athlon 3000 running Gentoo linux
2.6.11-r1.
6.1.4 Benhmarking results
Loalization rates aross dierent network topologies are presented in table 1. Con-
guration 4 uses the same topology as Rowley et.al. on both the router and detetor
networks. While all ombinations of evolved and standard networks learned the task
well, and dierenes in suess rates were small, onguration 4 was the one with
overall poorest performane. The best performane was ahieved with onguration
3, an evolved router network and three standard detetor networks. This ongu-
ration was able to orretly loalize 81% of faes in the olour images and 86.6%
in graysale, while having the shortest running time. The evolved router network
is more sparsely onneted than the fully onneted, and this resulted in a speed
inrease of 13% ompared to onguration 4.
The dierene in the number of false positives was not aeted onsiderably
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Table 2: Eets of olour and texture thresholding on fae loalization
Type Hits Misses Time used (s) Win sanned Win disarded
Colour and texture threshoding enabled
Colour 209 (77.7%) 60 (23.3%) 1509 (14.2) 11.71E6 31.06E6
Graysale 162 (87.1%) 24 (12.9%) 1205 (16.0) 9.52E6 12.99E6
Texture threshoding disabled (olour enabled)
Colour 212 (78.8%) 57 (21.2%) 3079 (29.0) 23.35E6 19.41E6
Graysale 162 (87.1%) 24 (12.9%) 2933 (39.1) 22.51E6 0
Colour threshoding disabled (texture enabled)
Colour 209 (77.7%) 60 (23.3%) 1998 (18.8) 15.63E6 27.15E6
Texture and olour thresholding disabled
Colour 212 (78.8%) 57 (21.2%) 5885 (55.5) 42.77E6 0
[a℄All benhmarks performed with evolved network topologies
by network topology, and remained stable at around 2.5 per image. The rate of
false positives an be drastially redued by requiring a higher response in the ells
surrounding a potential hit. Inreasing the neessary loal response from 13.9 to 17
resulted in 8 additional missed faes, while the number of false positives dropped
from 189 to 85 on the graylevel set.
Table 2 shows the eet of olour and texture thresholding on loalization rates
and proessing time. The rst question of interest is how many faes are lost when
the images are thresholded. Column 2 indiates that no faes in the graysale set,
and only three faes in the olour set were missed due to texture thresholding.
Furthermore no faes were lost beause of olour thresholding.
While thresholding had little eet on detetion rates, the impat on running
time of the algorithm was onsiderable. Without olour and texture thresholding,
the proessing of the olour images takes 5885 seonds. If only olour thresholding
is enabled, proessing time drops to 3079 s.,nearly half (52.3%). On the other hand,
if only texture thresholding is enabled, proessing of the olour images takes 1998
s., (33.8%). Rather than look at exeution time, we an observe how many 20× 20
pixel windows in the pyramids we an ignore. In the olour set, 19.4E6 windows
(45.4%) an be disarded solely on the basis of olour, 27.2E6 (63.3%) solely on
texture, and 31E6 (72.6%) if both olour and texture are used. As proessing time
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Figure 25: False negative (left), False positives (right)
is almost linearly related to the number of windows sanned, thresholding on both
olour and texture redue the time it takes to san the 106 olour images by 74.4%.
It is interesting to note that with the skin-olour model we used, the largest gains
in speed were ahieved through thresholding on texture, not olour. We therefore
attempted to be more restritive in lassifying skin-olour, but this resulted in an
unaeptable level of false negatives. In the graysale set, texture thresholding
resulted in a 57.7% redution in running time.
The slight dierene in the number of windows disarded due to texture in olour
and graysale images is likely an artifat of the images aross the sets. Some of the
graysale images have espeially luttered bakgrounds, and texture thresholding
has less eet. From table 1 it appears that more faes are loalized in the graysale
images. However, it seems that also this dierene is an artifat of the images
in these sets. The detetion networks are olour blind, and disabling skin olour
thresholding did not inrease the number of deteted faes. We an only onlude
that the small dierene in performane between these two test sets is due to the
olour images somehow being more diult.
Besides reduing proessing time, texture thresholding had an enormous eet
on the number of false positives, and when thresholding was disabled, there were so
many false positives that they ould not be ounted manually. While more than two
false positives per image may seem a lot, onsider the number of windows atually
sanned. If 212 false positives result from sanning the 11.7E6 windows in the olour
set, this amounts to an error rate of 0.0018%.
Estimating rotation may lead to deterioration in detetion of vertial faes. We
also knew from the testing we had done during development that rotation estimation
is very ostly, and requires a lot of proessing. To explore these two issues, we ran the
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Table 3: Examining the eet of rotation estimation on vertial faes
Type Hits Misses Time used (s/im)
Rotation estimation enabled
Colour 180 (81.82%) 40 (18.18%) 1509 (14.2)
Graysale 115 (94.2%) 7 (5.7%) 1205 (16.0)
Rotation estimation disabled
Colour 195 (88.6%) 25 (11.4%) 282 (1.8)
Graysale 116 (95.0%) 6 (4.9%) 215 (2.9)
algorithm on the same test set as earlier, but with rotation estimation disabled. We
then ounted how many of the vertial faes
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were loalized orretly. The results
are presented in table 3. The most striking result is how muh the running time is
redued when rotation estimation is disabled, as it drops to less than a fth. How
an we explain suh a vast dierene in performane? The rst fator aounting
for this is the router network. This densely onneted network is run on every
non-masked window in the pyramid. After a window is rotated bak the estimated
number of degrees, it is ompared to the mean training fae. If the distane is
too large the algorithm branhes without running any of the detetor networks.
Furthermore, the detetors ontain about half as many onnetions as the evolved
router network, and very rarely will all three networks be run. This is beause the
algorithm branhes whenever the threshold for detetion an no longer be ahieved.
In short, the densely onneted router is run at every non-masked loation, where
as the detetors are more sparsely onneted and rarely are all of them run. The
seond fator ontributing to the ost of estimating rotation is the proess of atually
rotating bak every window before feeding it to the detetors. Eah window is
rotated using bilinear interpolation. In the average image, 10E5 windows must be
rotated. To investigate the ost of using bilinear interpolation during rotation, we
ran the benhmarks again, but with a nearest neighbour rotation. This resulted in
a redution in proessing time of 16%.
25
Vertial faes had a tilt of less than 10 degree.
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6.1.5 Disussion and omparison to other systems
As already mentioned, reduing false positives was not a priority, and the results
indiate that every image has on average 2.5 false hits. The number of suh false
positives an be substantially redued by with only a small deterioration of true
positives, by setting the required response rate for surrounding loations higher. On
the other hand, if texture thresholding was disabled, an unaeptable large number
of false positives was observed.
Given that no faes were lost due to olour thresholding, it is worth heking
whether the allowed olour boundaries ould be made more restritive, and opti-
mization gain greater. The skin olour threshold were on our implementation fairly
liberal, beause the benhmarking set overed a wide range of lighting ondition.
If we were to implement this again, we would let the algorithm also learn the best
Hue/Saturation values from a similarly varied training set.
As for texture, although variane and entropy redued the number of windows
need to san by as muh as 2/3, it is worth onduting a more rigorous study of
whih other textures oluld be used. Both in order to redue exeution time, but
perhaps even more importantly, to redue false positives
26
.
As explained above, omparing these results to other systems is diult, as nei-
ther datasets or riteria for soring are standardized. In a rotated fae set, Rowley's
nal algorithm orretly loalized 85.7% of the faes, with only 15 false positives
[23℄. The reognition rates are similar to those we have ahieved, although we ex-
periened higher levels of false positives. The redution in proessing time is hard
to ompare to Rowleys setup, as they do not give the running times in their arti-
le. However, in an earlier paper, vertial fae detetion arried out on an 200MHz
R4400 SGI Indigo 2 is said to use 383 seonds to san a 320×240 image. Mean run-
ning times from our vertial detetion benhmarking are at 1.8 seonds for olour
images and 2.9 for graysale. Although the olour images in our set were proessed
more than two hundred times faster, it is impossible to parse out the eets of the
network ode, olour/texture thresholding and mahine arhiteture. Sue to say,
real-time vertial neural network based fae loalization may soon be possible, even
with a mainstream general purpose proessor.
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We also briey experimented with some textures intended only to redue false positives, suh
as dierent types of symmetry
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6.2 Fae reognition
In benhmarking the fae reognition algorithm, we were primarily interested in:
i) Whether the faes in the reognition set were deteted, and how the auray
of loalization impated reognition rates.
ii) Whether manual or automati extration of the fae in the training image
resulted in dierent reognition rates aross the test images.
iii) How reognition deteriorates as dierene from the training image inreases.
6.2.1 Benhmarking set
Numerous test sets are available for benhmarking fae reognition algorithms. How-
ever, not all are easy to get hold of, and most of them have ertain limitations.
These inlude among other things few images per individual, or images that are
poorly standardized
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. Beause few reognition algorithms rely on olour, many of
the sets are graysale. As they are used for testing reognition, loalization of faes
in these images is usually very easy. The bakground is homogeneous, lighting is
good, and the faes are usually roughly the same sale and orientation.
After evaluating several datasets (among them FERET [20℄, Yale set [38℄ , BioID
[3℄, Stirling [29℄ and others), we eventually settled on the Georgia teh fae database
[30℄. This image set it is freely downloadable, onsists of olour images with at least
marginally luttered and partially skin-oloured bakgrounds. Faes are of good
resolution, but do not ll the entire image surfae. This way the images present
some hallenge to loalization. The dataset is also suiently large, onsisting of
50 individuals, and ontains 10 images per person. While the set has all these
positive properties, it is not as well standardized as some of the more established
sets, and dierent individuals have dierent expressions and minor variations in
faial orientations. Our nal sample onsists of 4 images of 40 dierent individuals.
Image 1 will be used for training. Image 2 was seleted to be as similar as possible
to the rst (although none of them were idential). In image 3 and 4, the fae
beomes progressively dierent from the training image. They are dierent in faial
expression, sale or oluding objets suh as glasses. All images are of dimension
640× 480.
27
varying in size, posture, tilt or expression aross individuals
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6.2.2 System setup
Based on our initial MATLAB prototype, we deided to use a slightly higher reso-
lution on the eigenfaes, inreasing the dimensions from 64 × 64 to 88 × 88. It is
well established that low resolution of the fae images signiantly limits the per-
formane of eigenfae based reognition systems [10℄. As all fae regions will be
downsaled to these dimensions prior to lassiation, there is no need to traverse
the lower levels of the image pyramid (below layer 7). Furthermore, as all the faes
in the test set are vertial, and rotation estimation is so demanding, it was disabled
during benhmarking.
Given that the eigenfae approah is sensitive to hanges in translation, sale
and orientation, we hypothesized that we may inrease reognition rates by storing
several templates of eah individual in the database. We therefore made two test
sets. In the rst, one optimal faial region was manually extrated for all the images.
In the seond set, the loalization algorithm extrated the faes automatially. As
neighbouring loations usually all ross the detetion threshold, the seond database
ontained several entries for eah individual, 252 in all.
Beause a single fae will produe several hits, eah of these was lassied in
the hope that at least one would be suiently well segmented to be orretly
reognized. Oasionally, dierent boundings of the same fae will be lassied as
dierent individuals, and we must somehow selet one. In our trials, an individual
was reognized if the norm between the oordinate vetor in eigen-spae of the stored
template and the new vetor was less than 2000. If more than one individual was
reognized in the same area, the one with the lowest distane to the stored template
was seleted. In these trials, the 150 eigenvetors with the largest eigenvalues were
used.
6.2.3 Benhmarking results
Table 4 gives the results from the reognition benhmarking. All faes in the 160
images were loalized orretly, and the mean time used for all images was 289.6 se-
onds (1.8 s/im). The perfet loalization rate is not surprising given the performane
on the more hallenging set in setion 6.1.
When the templates for the fae database were automatially extrated from
the training image (1), all individuals were subsequently reognized from the same
image. However, already in the rst test image reognition rates drops to 80%. As
the dierene between the faes inreases from training to test, reognition drops
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Figure 26: Output from fae reognition. Green squares surround loalized faes
and red squares indiate a reognized individual
Table 4: results from fae reognition
Image Loalization failures Corretly lassied Inorretly lassied
(1) 150 eigenvetors of the 252 automatially extrated
Training image 0 40 (100%) 0 (0%)
Test image 1 0 32 (80%) 8 (20%)
Test image 2 0 25 (62.5%) 15 (47.5%)
Test image 3 0 20 (50%) 20 (50%)
(2) Manually determined fae boundaries
Training image 1 0 35 (85%) 5 (12%)
Test image 1 2 0 26 (65%) 14 (35%)
Test image 2 0 15 (37.5%) 25 (62.5%)
Test image 3 0 15 (37.5%) 25 (62.5%)
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further to 47.5% and 50% in test images 2 and 3. While these results show that a
pure eigenfae approah is sensitive to hanges in fae appearane, the reognition
rate ahieved using several automatially segmented templates per individual was
superior to that of manually segmenting a single example from the training set.
One problem with using a sliding-window of xed size is that if the training fae
is manually segmented in suh a way that the dimensions fall halfway between two
levels in the pyramid, then the later automati segmentation may look quite dierent
to the stored template.
6.3 Comparisons to other systems
State of the art fae reognition systems ahieve a reognition rate of 98% on very
similar images. However, deterioration in reognition rate is high when the images
are taken over time and under dierent lighting onditions [41℄.
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7 Conlusions and personal omments
The goal of this projet was to implement and evaluate an automati fae reog-
nition system. After a model-based fae loalization algorithm was abandoned, we
swithed to a neural network based approah that has previously demonstrated ro-
bust performane. This approah is very omputationally intensive, and estimating
rotation is the most demanding aspet. Our ontribution to the loalization algo-
rithm is primarily to redue the proessing time by:
i) using a geneti algorithm to evolve a more sparsely onneted router network.
ii) limit the searh spae by thresholding the input image on skin olour and texture,
also reduing false positives
An eigenfae based algorithm was used for fae reognition. Our ontribution
was to have the system automatially extrat multiple and dierently segmented
faes from the training image, rather than manually segmenting a single fae.
Evaluation of the loalization algorithm demonstrated that it is generally robust,
able to orretly and aurately segment faes despite variations in lighting, rotation,
sale, faial expression and olusion. Furthermore, although the dierene between
network topologies was small, the evolved router topology improved speed by roughly
13%, while improving the loalization rate ompared to Rowleys fully onneted
topology by 3%. Texture thresholding redued the running time of the algorithm by
almost two thirds in both olour and graysale images, while skin olour thresholding
independently redued the running time by 45%. In olour images the ombined
eet was a redution in proessing time of 75%.
Benhmarking of the reognition algorithm demonstrated that eigenfae-based
fae reognition is very sensitive to variations in segmentation relative to the stored
template. However, beause automati segmentation is likely to vary somewhat
ompared to a manual segmentation of the same fae, performane of the eigenfae
based approah an be improved by storing several slightly dierently segmented
templates per person.
The program was implemented in C, and new libraries for neural networks, image
proessing, TIFF reading/writing and geneti algorithms were written to make the
system fast and exible .
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7.1 On a more personal note
Before onluding this work, I would like to reet on a more personal note on dif-
ferent aspets of the projet, and on dierent levels of abstration, the ode written,
the algorithm implemented and the general pursuit of fae loalization and reogni-
tion.
Writing the ode;. All of the ode, exept for standard C and linear algebra
libraries was written from srath. This was largely motivated by a desire to have
omplete ontrol in making the system as eient as possible. Consequently, a lot
of time was spent designing, implementing and debugging the various omponents.
One a working system had been implemented, further time was spent optimizing the
ode. As an example of this, onsider that preliminary results from the loalization
algorithmwere presented at the NOBIM 2004 onferene [6℄. The 2004 version of the
ode ould spend up to 5 minutes analyzing a single large image. When the fastest
implementation dating from that time was re-run on the nal graysale image set, it
used 3981 seonds, 337% more than the nal build. This dierene is solely due to
optimization of the soure ode. However, while the time spent implementing and
optimizing the ode has onstituted a large part of my work on this thesis, few of
the design deisions and optimizations performed are individually important enough
to be presented in the written doument.
Another often problemati onsequene of not using existing soure ode was
trying to understand what was wrong the many times when things didn't work as
we had antiipated. Was it beause the many parameters were set inorretly? Was
the training data poor? Or is there simply some obsure pointer bug deep in the
network handling ode. The upshot of writing all the NN, image proessing and
GA software was of ourse that it has been immensely eduational. Still, if I were
to start over today, I would probably have done things a little dierently. To begin
with, I would have hosen an objet oriented platform (C++), as many elements in
the algorithm from the individual neurons, networks to images, are best understood
as objets with assoiated operators, rather than solely as passive memory stru-
tures. But admittedly, in addition to wanting to reinvent the wheel at every point,
part of the reason for programming everything myself was not being used to and
trained in looking for existing open soure ode.
The algorithm; Before starting work on this projet I knew that automati
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reognition is far more diult than people without any experiene in mahine vision
and image proessing often think. This did not prevent me from being surprised
at how little deviation from ideal onditions was enough for our initial model based
loalization approah to fail. Later I was surprised again, this time positively, at how
robust the neural network based approah was. And although neural networks have
been mentioned in passing at various points through my eduation, it has often been
with some reservation. So, although I reognize that aution has to be exerised not
to resort to NNs as a least eort blak-box approah when better analyti tools
are available, I have ome to believe that at least some of what I always felt was a
slightly tarnished reputation in aademi irles is unjustied.
While the algorithm presented in this thesis urrently does not work at real
time, another benet of the neural network based approah is the almost limitless
paralelizability possible. In genuine neural network, information ows along all
the onnetions parallel and in ontinuous time. It is almost absurd that what in
reality is suh a vastly parallel system an be meaningfully simulated in a single
digital proessor. Even disregarding the ommerial availability of dediated NN
hips that would harness some of the genuine parallel proessing [31℄, the algorithm
would benet from as many more onventional proessors you would be willing to
throw at it. Eah of these ould independently traverse and evaluate windows at
dierent loations in the pyramid.
A dierent interesting quality of the approah is how results an often be im-
proved by ombining the output of several networks trained with dierent initial
weights or dierent topologies. In out implementation we used 3 detetors where
previous authors used two.
The use of geneti algorithm may seem somewhat misplaed. After all, the gain
was fairly modest ompared to those ahieved simply through thresholding. Our
motivation for spending so muh time and eort in the router was beause in an
earlier version of the neural network ode less optimized on memory, the overwhelm-
ing bottle nek in terms of speed was the size of the router network. Somewhere
between the size of the detetor network and the router network, ahe limits were
breahed. Consequently, a router network ould be up to two orders of magnitude
slower than a detetor network, even though it is less than four times the size. The
overwhelming priority was therefore at the time to redue the size of the router net-
work in a well reasoned way. However, in a later phase of development, a memory
eient version of the neural network ode resulted in the time use of the router net-
work being only a linear inrease, as an be seen from the nal benhmarking results.
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On fae loalization and reognition; Fae detetion and reognition are
for reasons outlined earlier, very diult tasks. It is also an area with onsider-
able researh ativity, and where the rewards, both nanial and aademi to those
oming up with a fast and robust algorithm are potentially very large. The bottom
line is that a lot of highly skilled people around the world are working on the task,
and most of them with better nanial baking than your average student. And
despite this, robust reognition and perfet loalization is still a hallenge. So while
we almost by denition never an atually reah the goal we have set, it is always
possible to do just a little better on the benhmarking set. Just one more reognized
individual or one less false positive. As the soure ode will reveal, there are many
parameters that an be tweaked in order to improve performane, and to make a
long story short, an unhealthy amount of tweaking has taken plae.
7.2 Conlusion
The work on this projet has been hallenging, but ultimately extremely eduational
and rewarding. I feel I have had many programming hallenges, but in addition to
the purely tehnial, topis suh as biometris, neural networks and geneti algo-
rithms have also been philosophially satisfying. Fae reognition has been a subjet
that not only I have found fasinating, but that has engaged others, both within
and outside of the eld of omputer siene.
8 Appendix: HS lustering algorithm
Our rst attempt at loalizing faes in images made use of a fae model, aording
to whih faes ould be desribed as triangles. Essentially, the system tried to t
isoseles
28
to the enter of mass of the most prominent highpass ltered objets
of the interior
29
of skin-oloured areas. These objets represent the usual rapid
intensity transitions assoiated with the eyes and mouth. Consequently, at most
one fae would be loalized within eah skin olour region. In testing the system
it beame apparent that often a single skin oloured region merged two or more
faes, so the algorithm would fail, or at best only loalize a single fae. We therefore
developed a rude lustering algorithm to split merged skin-olour regions. While
28
triangles with two sides of equal length
29
we used only the interior, so as not to be onfused by transitions to the bakground, hairline
et.
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Figure 27: From the left: Input image, skin olour thresholded, result after his-
togram lustering and leaning. While they are merged in one skin olour region
after thresholding, all faes separated after lustering.
the model-based approah was abandoned in favour of a more robust, albeit slower
neural network based approah, the lustering algorithm worked suiently well to
deserve some mention.
Algorithm 3 2D hue/saturation Clustering algorithm
img = load input image()
img_HSI = transform_RGB_to_HSI(img)
2d_hist = alulate_2d hue/saturation histogram (img_HSI)
2x2 mean lter (2d_hist)
threshold 2dhist on 0.9 stdev
merge regions separated by 1 pixel
Assign eah loation in 2dhist to the losest peak based on eulidian distane
Algorithm 3 desribes the lustering algorithm. Essentially, the image is trans-
formed to HSI, and the two-dimensional Hue/Saturation histogram is omputed.
The histogram is thresholded so that ells more than 0.9 standard deviations above
the mean level are set to 1 and the rest are set to 0. After merging lose objets,
eah index in the 2d histogram is assigned to the peak that is losest by eulidian
distane. Figure 27 gives an illustration of the eet of the lustering algorithm.
Notie that while the original skin olour thresholding merged all three faes, these
are separated in individual skin olour regions after lustering.
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9 Appendix: Sample images from model-based lo-
alization
Figure 28: Failure of a model-based approah
Figure 28 illustrates failure in the model-based approah (top left) and output on
the same image with the neural network based based approah (top-right). As an
be seen from the images underneath, the lustering algorithm manages to split the
skin oloured area in a way that separates all faes. However, the highpass ltering
stage extrats objets other than the eyes and mouth, so the triangle tting result
in false positives. The neural network based loalization is aurate, and segments
the faes without too muh bakground. The fae on the left is missed as it is too
muh in prole.
10 Appendix: Sample images from fae loalization
benhmarking
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Figure 29: Example images from fae loalization in the olour set
Figure 30: Example images from fae loalization in the graysale set
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